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Chapter I
I. Drama from a Professional ±oint of View
A. The Ideals of -Drama
Drama, says 'J-eorge Pierce .baker , " is the art that,
drawing to its aid all its sister fine arts, in splendid
cooperation, moves the masses of men as does no other art."
Sir Arthur Pinero speaks thus,- " The art,- the great and
fascinating and most difficult art - of the modern: drama-
tist is nothing else than to acchieve that compression of
life which the stage undoubtedly demands, without falsifi-
,
2
cation. Drama is the representation of life on
the stage in such form and manner as will arouse in the
audience to the highest degree, the emotions that the
playright wishes to produce. " That is dramatic, "
says Paker, " which "by representation of imaginary persons
interests, through its emotions, an average audience assem-
"bled in a theatre. "
What is good drama? someone has said that there will
never he a great art until there is a great religion. If
this he true it is because religion is the expression of
the greatest of the universals of human experience. Any
1. Paker , u-.P. - Dramatic Technique p. 15
2. Ibid p. 15 { Quoting Pinero, A. - Robert Louis
Stevenson the Dramatist p. 30 )
3. Ibid p. 45

2art is great to the degree in which the artist sees and is
able to interpret to the rest of the world the universals
of truth, "beauty and moral value which may "be found in the
particular things and events of the experience of man.
Sorley says that of all the values the most universal is
the moral value, "because it is the only one which is unre-
stricted. Every man has freedom to act in a given sltua
tlon, or, if his action is restricted, to take an attitude
I.
toward the situation of moral worth. Drama has some-*
times "been defined as the portrayal of human will in con-
flict with other personalities or with circumstances.
Tfhat more is this than the will to act, or • the attitude
taken in the face of opposing circumstances,
A drama may he good when it presents any aspect of hu-
man life and relations v/ith excellent technique. Its
theme must, of course, be such as will appeal to the au-
dience. " Though the author write the play, it cannot be
properly judged till the producer stages it, the players
act it, and the audience approves or disapproves it. A
drama is great when with the same excellent technique it
presents a theme which is universal in its appeal. The
events portrayed have become a symbol of more than they ac
tually are. It is the problems and dreams common to
1. Sorley, . . - Moral Values and the Idea of G-od p.
2. Baker, G-.P. - Dramatic Technique p. 11

3mankind that the dramatist has shown in the problems and
dreams of his stage characters.
The great plays are "not many. Great poets and
great artists are hern, not made, and so it is with great
dramatists. But the ideal is set by them, and the goal
may be approached by each one along his own particular
and individual way, even if it be seldom reached. Great
drama requires a noble theme and a noble treatment. It
must, in form, be the embodiment of beauty. Ethel D.
Puffer has said, " It cannot be denied that the drama is
a. work of art developed in time, like music and poetr^r.
It comes to a climax and a resolution; it evolves its har-
monies like the symphony, in irrevocable order. Great
drama, she says, rouses a creative Joy in the spectator.
" What is foreseen as perfectly inevitable, is sufficient-
ly 'accepted ' , in the psychological sense - that is, vi-
vidly imagined and awaited,- to contribute to this illusion
of volition. Hence arise, for the catastrophe of drama
that exaltation and stern joy which arc indissolubly con-
nected with the experience of will in real life.
1. Puffer, E.D. - The Psychology of Beauty p. 247
2. Ibid p. 252

4B. Drama as a - older of Current thought
1. ~he Appeal of the Drama
The dramatic instinct seems to he inborn in man. uer
tainly imitation is a .primary instinct, and dramatic imita-
tion comes early in the life of the child. Drama is
found in all lands. The jungle villages of India still
have their crude representations of the great epic, the
Kamayana; the classic plays of China are of great age;
the theatre of Japan is well developed; the trices of Af-
rica and of America have dramatic scenes in their religi-
ous festivals. i?'olk festivals are full of drama.
The appeal of drama is universal. It is this univer-
sality of its appeal which has brought drama out from under
the cloud of disapproval in which the church had placed it
due to the immorality of both plays and players. 31th
the Ion:" process by which drama became permissable and the
actor's profession has once more become respectable, we
are not here concerned. People have cared enough for
drama to create a public opinion which has to a great extent
removed the abuses which caused the opposition of the church
to everything theatrical. The result has been that the
people of America have become enthusiastic playgoers. it
is true that they are not altogether discriminating, but
neither are they in the type of books they read, nor in the
kind of art they care for. nevertheless, the standard

5becomes higher. Community education in drama is cre-
ating a demand for good plays, and good plays are , -as a
rule, well supported.
The appeal of drama is seen not only in the extent to
which theatre-going is indulged in, hut in the fact that
no high-school commencement is complete without its Senior
Play, - there is no college "but has some sort of dramatic
production within the year,- and few schools in which dra-
matic representation is not used to help teach facts and
make vital the lesson. The church itself has unbent
enough to permit its clubs and classes to present plays to
raise money and for educational purposes. " The whole
nation," said one indignant lady of the older generation
" has gore stark crazy over plays. "

6The Little Theatre Movement.
The restraint once loosed, it was no wonder that the
whole nation"went stark crazy " . The chief drawback
to the new form of self-expression was a lack of technique.
Plays were written in which every principle of playwriting
was ignored, resulting, not as in the case of certain gen-
iuses, In extremely good plays, but In pathetic dialogues
whose only entertaining power lay In the fact that the rel-
atives of the audience took the parts. The players
,
too, in many cases, had no knowledge of acting, and the re-
sulting performances were decidedly of the amateur order.
The Little Theatre Movement, however, has rendered an in-
calculable service. Dramatic clubs whose avowed purpose
is the production of worthy drama in a worthy manner, have
put amateur dramatics on a totally different plane and have
even produced effects calculated to change the proceedure
on the professional stage. The movement is also pro-
ducing a group of people trained in a critical appreciation
of drama from the points of view of good drama and of good
production. Professional drama has improved under the
spur of intelligent criticism. The theatre has become
a part of American national life.

7^ Drama and the People
What influence has the drama on the people of the Uni-
ted States? Hoy/ can it mold their thoughts? Y/here does
it get its power to do so? The public schools create
a common mind in the future citizenship of the country.
Here is one of the sources of power of the theatre. It
is perhaps more true of the moving pictures than of the
legitimate stage, since there more people see the same play
than is at all possible with real drama. But even if the
same play is not seen, the play of a type similar to the
play 7/hich has been successful on Broadway, is_ soon seen
over the length and breadth of the country. The same
characters become well known and become examples to the
growing youth of the land. Types of reaction are thought
of as correct reaction.
In the second place, the drama makes ideas, characters
and reactions live. We are not willing, for instance,
to see on the stage things that we aee willing to read a-
bout in newspaper or novel. " Imagine the horror and
outcry if we were to put upon the stage a dramatized news-
paper or popular nugazine. Just in this intense vivid-
ness, this great effect lies a large part of the power of
the stage. A dry fact may be intellectually accepted.
1. Baker, G.P. - Dramatic Technique p. 9

6But once charge it with emotion and it becomes part of the
fibre of being. And that is just the aim of the theatre,
-
to rouse desired emotion. Dickens molded public senti-
ment by his writings on prisons and child labor. His books
may be read as literature now, for they were not mere tem-
porary writings, but at the time they brought the great
force of good literature to bear on the problems of the day.
The stage is becoming more and more the place for the por-
trayal of real life. Baker says, " For many years now the
cry of the dramatist has been, not 'Let us adapt life to
the stage', but rather: 'Let us adapt the stage, at any cost
for it, at any cost of imaginative effort or mechanical ia-
u
bour, to adequate and truthful representation of life.' .
Life will include the ever-pressing problems of oar complex
modern life. The dramatist may give his own, perhaps ar-
bitrary SDlution. It becomes part of the way of thinking
of his audiences, unless there should be a definite reaction
against it, In which case the play would hardly be a success.
Or he ma# leave the problem open. Then his audiences must
think. In any case, a new idea, a new aspect of an old
idea, a realization of something beyond what has before
entered their lives , has come into the minds of thousands,
and public "opinion has either been set firmer in its old
channel or a new channel has been started.
1. Baker, G.P. - Dramatic Technique
-p. 15

94?. Drama and Philosophy
Drama Is intimately connected with philosophy. Phil-
osophy has "been defined as the attempt to see life as a
whole. It involves the intellectual search for a coher-
ent view of all reality. At best, when carried out In
all its logical and ethical implications, it is but a
humble attempt to understand. Drama represents only
a small piece of life. But just as every act of a man's
life shows the basic philosophy which he must have, so
every play has back of it some philosophy of life. It
may be incomplete and incoherent, or it may be deep and
rich. Some one has said recently that the prevailing
religion of America is Buddhism. A rather wild state-
ment one thinks, until one remembers that Buddhism is s
system of philosophy. It has its own subtle charm and
seems adequate to those who do not see thats its basis is
the very denial of personality. Plays and writings
based on any such doctrine, or on any of the prevailing
pantheistic and materialistic philosophies in vogue now,
make very plausible a manner of life which is true and
right only of the basic assumption is right. That this
manner of life must lead to the breakdown of the moral
and social civilization of America is the only possible

logical outcome. The "basic assumption we believe to
be wrong. That is why we deplore that depiction of a
manner of life which is the natural outcome of these
types of philosophy. The pragmatic philosophy which
is so popular in America imposes a flase criterion of
truth. It is utterly inadequate in forming a universal
philosophy. It has its popular appeal, and blinded b~
by it the public applauds the play, caring or knowing
little of its real effect on their thinking and attitude
toward life.
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g^rama and Ethics
Similarly, drama has a far-reaching effect on practical
ethics. The will to act and the standards "by which a
man judges his acts are largely influenced "by his social
and religious training and environment. The religious
education of the American child was, a few years ago, at
its lowest e"bb. The present generation owes most of
its ethical ideas to its social environment. The tenden-
cy to conform is strong in the human race. Social ap-
proval and disapproval loom larger than any theory of hea-
ven or hell. Social ethics, unless permeated by the
spirit of religion, lacks a guiding principle. The same
lack is found in the Code of Ethics, which form the moral
laws of many nations. The question comes back again and
again, M "aster, which is the greatest of the commandments?"
And society can only answer that this is good and that Is
good and this is bad and that is bad, and does not know
what to say when a man steals to keep his child from starv-
ing.
Drama reflects these facts. It is powerful in pre-
senting individual situations. Eut only as the drama-
tist has felt the universal ethical principle underlying
the laws and usages of society, can he present the ideal
or relentlessly criticize the defects in that same social
moral code. The dramatist can make people see the mor-
al implications. His power as a controller of current
thought is greater upon those who form his audiences than

12
the power of most preachers upon those that hear them.
Drama has In it the power to make the current of moral
action vastly deeper, or it can dam the tide and slow
down Immeasurably the progress of popular moral devel-
opment.
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G. Origins of Drama through Religion
At the beginning of history, says Hocking, 1 religion
is the whole of culture. Religion is the mother of the
arts. The dramatic dances of the African tribes have
risen from a religious ceremony. The ceremonial dances
of the American Indian tribes have a dramatic tendency.
The Greek and Roman drama rose from religions observance.
it is not so hard to see the direct connection
between these forms of dramatic art and religion. But
in the case of modern English and American drama, out-
lawed by the church, banned by every religious agency
for many a long year, and considered for centuries a
rrofession incompatible with church membership, it is
necessary to take a long look backward to find the place
where religion and drama were one. A very brief
survey is all that is attempted here.
'-'he complete breakdown of Roman civilization at
the time of the barbarian invasions carried in its fall
the iioman drama. Culture seemed to be blotted out.
All trace of the dramatic art of the period would probably
1. Rocking,
p. 11-15
- The Meaning of G-od in Human Experience
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have "been lost, had it not "been for the fact that wan-
dering actors carried bits and pieces of its entertaining
art over the country. The strolling actors, or mimes,
carried " the last and probably some of the worst, remin-
iscences of the Roman acting drama across the period of
those great migrations which changed the face of the west-
ern world."
1
* There is not much record found of them,
nor even frequent mention. The were too unsettled, and
their profession too varied to gain rank and recognition
as a profession.
The mimes became professionalised in France as jonglenrs
and troubadours, and in that country the drama developed
directly, not depending on the church, nor bound to it.
In England there is no record of drama apart from church-
ly origin untill a late date, and the only connection wilhh
the French jongleurs and troubadours and the older mimes
seems to be in the minstrels, the later mention of 'histri-
ones 1 and 'mimi' being as of persons who were to be sup-
pressed rather than encouraged. Ward gives the church
monopoly of the art of drama as a cause for their lack of
activity. He says, M They had to reckon with jealous s
1. Ward, Sir Adolphus William - A History of English
.Dramatic Literature Vol. I p. 16
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monopolists, and it is long before we meet with any Eng-
lish dramatic attemptsof a popular character traceable
to amr other than a clerical or quasi-clerical origin."
The Christian church early applied the use of the
old Greek term liturgy to M the public performance of a
religious rite of paramount significance." The term
"mystery " came to be used in connection with the great
festival services of the Church and later, in connection
with the regular liturgy or service of the Mass. In the
Liturgy of the ?!ass we find the first dramatic elements.
In it, says Ward, " we have a dramatic action, in part
oantomlmicaily presented, in part furnished forth by both
J-
epical and lyrical elements. ' The intent was not
dramatic
.
As soon, however, as we find a direct attempt at dra-
matic action the "mystery of the Liturgy " becomes the li-
turgical mystery-drama. This liturgical myst cry-drama
was distinctly a part of the service. It grew steadily
in a dramatic direction, but was intended to be given by
the officiating priest and choir and was for the purpose
1.Ward, Sir A. 77. - History of English Dramatic Literature
p. 28
2. Ibid p. 29
3. Ibid p. 30
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of adding meaning to the service. The actions of the
priest, became elaborated into living pictures, the read-
ing of the scriptures into dialogue and exposition.
The process went on, until by the eleventh century
it was nearly complete* " A very famous French ec-
clesiastic of the tenth century refers to the custom of
performing on Christmas Day after the Te Deum the Office
of the Shepherds, while others of a similar description
such as that of the Infants ( the Innocents of Bethlehem )
the Star and the Sepulchre, were celebrated each in its
season. Certain passages of scripture which were
read, and especially ( in addition: to such as Would lead
to the above offices ) the Parables and the events of
Palm Sunday, etc. were likewise formed Into offices.
These offices were developed mostly from the New Tes-
tament. They were in Latin and led directly to the fol-
lowing part of the service. Three tendencies 2" in their
development led toward the change to mystery drama proper.
First was the substitution of the vernacular for the Latin
tongue; second was the detachment of the mystery or mira-
cle drama from the office; and third was the joining to-
gether of several into the cycle of Collective-Lrystery
.
|. Ward, Sir A. 7/. History of English Dramatic Literature
p. 16
0.,lpid p. 41
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Technically, mystery plays deal with gospel events
only, miracle plays with legends of saints, and moral-
ities with the allegorical representation of abstract
religious truth. In England the combinations were
many, and no accurate distinction was made between mir-
acle and mystery plays.
The plays were gradually elaborated. They were
moved outside the church and performed in the vulgar
tongue. At this period of their growth they were
known as graduales. Then the guilds began riving Mys-
teries rf their patron saints, using professional play-
ers. It was then that, although the subject matter
was still religious, the clergy lost control. With the
introduction of extra scenes, extra characters, conven-
tional characters and the stage devil " the comic element
could not fail to assert itself." 1 ' The clergy for the
most part opposed the mystery as thus shown and finally a
reaction was attempted. A processional of the Mass
was held at Corpus Christi, and in connection with it Cor-
pus Christi plays were given. Since, as Ward remarks,
the mystery to which the festival was sacred was not adapt-
ed for representation, it M had the effect of extending
the range and suggesting a wider choice of dramatic subjects"
4. Ward, Sir A.W
Xlbid p. 45
- Hist, of English Dramatic Literature p. p. 4j5
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While the development of the drama in France , Italy
.
Spain and Germany is interesting, it follows divergent
lines, and the development in England will serve our
purpose. Following the Norman conquest it seems rea-
sonably certain that plays such as the "Miracle of St.
Katharine " were performed in the monasteries. Saints
plays were performed In London. Clergy and their
representatives and pupils took part in the performances.
During these two centuries, then, the control was eccle-
siastical
.
Later, when they did. not perform in them,
the clergy oftsn"wrote them or at least paid their per-
formers."
With the initiation of the Corpus Chrlfetl Plays new
impetus was given. Guilds, choristers, parish clerks,
almshoys and others carried them on. The clergy di-
rected them, as befor^ the break. Then came the cycle
of plays. " One of the most remarkable characteristics
of the English plays, although by no means common to the
whole body of them, is their combination into c ollective
series
,
exhibiting the entire course of Bible History,
from the Creation to the Day of Judgment. " The plays
were written for their audiences. They are naif, - are
1. TTard, Sir A.W. - Hist, of English Dramatic Lit. p. 52
2. Ibid p. 58
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full of anachronisms and improprieties. " The famil-
iarity of treatment, springing from the naivite of sen-
timent referred to, expresses itself most strikingly in
the considerable comic element which these plays contain""'"
The four extant groups of plays are the York, Towneley
,
Chester and uoventry irlays. There were besides, isol-
ated plays of the same type , and a peculiar £ype of miracle
play of which the action turned on the sacrosanct attri-
butes and miraculous powers belonging to certain portions
p
of the actual services of the Church.'
The morality play has been defined as "a play enforc-
ing a moral truth or lesson by means of the speech and ac-
tion of characters which are personified abstractions."
Its origin is disputed. it cannot be said to be des-
cended from religious drama, out grew up in connection with
it, used its forms and was not distinguished from it pop-
ularly, still the morality was a form of its own, not
an outgrowth of miracle and mystery nor a mere expansion
of allegorical figures. The morality had a chance to
deal directly with moral and social questions. it be-
came more of a force when it began to connect itself with
l.Ward
81 Ibid
3. Ibid
- History of English Dramatic literature p. 64
p. 58
p. 100
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the great problems of the day, both social and religions.
But it was soon used as propaganda for the Protestant
movement and became exceedingly dull. its force was
spent before it gained full headway for the growth of
regular drama had by then advanced beyond it.
Everyman is the greatest of the moralities. " The
whole pitiful pathos of human life and death is here, and
witFTit the solutions of the problems which - theological
controversies apart - has most enduringly commended it-
self to mankind. What wonder that a morality which
is successful in bringing these things before readers
and hearers should, by a concensus of opinion to which
I know of no exception, be regarded as the flower and
crown of the literary species to which it belongs. 1 ' """
Mystery and morality both gradually grew into regu-
lar drama. The abstract figures became human types,
-he action became historical and the moral side of the
action became secondary, or the romantic element grew
into the main part and the moral application took second
place. The development passed into interlude, chron-
icle histories, allegories and masques, and the other
more important forms of drama proper. The church cast
1. Ward, A. - History of English Dramatic literature p. 184
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off drama and drama rejected the church. Now after
many years we are seeing that religion is the soul of
art and that the church needs the aid of every art to
"become well developed in her religion. -he follow-
ing study is an attempt to evaluate the religious
forces in drama and to consider the extent to which the
church is using the powers of drama in her attempt to
"bring ahout the Kingdom of G-od.

22
D. The Technique of Drama
The technique of drama is that which has "been called
the "art of structure", "competant craftsmanship", and
"the art of theatrical storytelling". It is the means
by which the author, versed in the problems and difficul-
ties, not only of stage -production but of gaining the de-
sired emotion i n the audience gains his effect. "Thea-
trical talent consists in the power of making you charac-
ters not only tell a story by means of dialogue but tell it
in such skillfully devised form and order as shall, within
the limits of an ordinary theatrical representation, give
rise to the greatest possible amount of that peculiar kind
of emotional effect the production of which is the one great
function of the theatre.""'"
A study of technique provides standards by which the
drama may be judged and the probability of success or fai-
lure known. It does .not give rules. There are no
rules for the production of drama. Of these standards ' the
chief will be considered briefly. They will later be
used as a technical norm in making the estimate of modern
religious drama. What will a study of the technique
give one? From the author's point of view it is the means
1. Baker, G«P. - Dramatic Technique p. 6 I Quoting from
Pinero - Robert Louis Stevenson the Dramatist p. 7 )
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of realizing the principle given by Baker, - 8 If you wish,
first write your play so that to you it is something con-
vincing as well as something that moves to laughter or to
tears. Before, however, it is tried on the stage, make
sure that you have considered it in all details in so de-
tached a way that you have a right to believe that, as a
result of your careful revising it will produce with the
public the same interest and the same emotions to the same
degree as the original version did with you." 1" From the
same viewpoint of the dramatist Archer says, - " if any
part of the dramatist's art can be taught, it is only a
comparatively mechanical and formal part - the art of struc-
ture, but , be says, " If I se hold comparatively mechan-
ical questions of pure craftmanship to be worth discussing,
it is because I believe that only by the aid o^ ctjuipetant
craftsmanship can the greatest genius enable his creations
to live and breathe upon the stage. "
The first requirement of technique is c learness , - clear-
ness which is gained through having the purpose of the play
in mind. " With his purpose clearly in mind, the dramatist
as he passes from point of departure through story to plot
1. Baker, G.P. Dramatic Technique p. 317
2. Archer, W. - Playmaking p. 9
3. Archer, "57. - Playmaking p. 9-10
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selects and selects and selects"!' An incident, no natter
how Interesting or amusing or dramatic, has no place in a
Dlav unless it directly contributes to the furthering of
the action of the play or the increase of the required
emotional reaction. Clearness will be found through the
rejection of irrelevant material and the correct placing
of the material which is used. The audience should not
be puzzled. Interest is not gained by obscuring meanings,
but by the clearness by which the audience sees the unfold-
ing of the action. Baker gives Dumas' definition of a
successful play,- " First Act, clear; Third Act, short; and
everyv/here Interest. H
Clearness will depend in large measure on the degree
to which the play measures up to the requirements of char-
acterization, dialogue, etc. A play may conspicuously
fail in any one of a number of ways, but it can hardly be
good otherwise and fail of clearness. Clearness demands,
as well as unity of action, what Eaker calls artist ic unity
,
M A dramatist will do well, then, to know clearly before he
begins to write, whether he wishes his story to be melodrama,
tragedy, farce or comedy of character or intrigue. There
is nothing more trying to an audience than to see a play,-
Baker, G.P. - Dramatic Technlqhe p. 8
Ibid p . 73
Ibid p. Ill
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a religious drama especially,- during which they cannot
help but wonder which they are supposed to "be, - amused
or serious. The great purpose of drama is defeated
if the dramatist has not "been able to rouse in the audi-
ence the exact emotion he wished to realize.
Closely related to this is unity of theme . The
main Interest of the drama must remain the same. A play
during the first act of which interest In one character
has been roused is unsatisfactory from every point of
view if the interest shifts in the second and third acts
and the leading interest of the first act dwindles, while
interest in another character is increased. If the char-
acter is net of enough importance to hold the play, a dif-
ferent character should have been written about in the first
place. The play will not be worth the trouble of pro-
duction. Similarly, if the theme be based on some prob-
lem of life, it must treat of that problem and not bring
in a lot of secondary problems, or change off entirely to
another problem. Nor must the characters rouse such inter-
est in a different side of their personalities that the prob-
lem is dropped or treated in an unworthy manner. If the
problem is not deep enough to engross the characters, or
If the problem is not in keeping with the probable life of
the characters, or, if there is an incongruity of any sort
the play is a failure . It lacks unity of theme and will
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leave no impression as a whole « The theme, character,
problem, situation, must be of enough value to carry through
the idea as a unity or it had better "be left unused.
Baker gives as the common aim of all drama, to win
attention as soon as possible and to hold or increase it
to the final curtain. *' He defines drama as " the short-
est distance from emotion to emotion. MA - The audience must
feel the precise emotioi s which the dramatist wishes to
make them feel. "Just herein lies the importance of ac-
tion for the dramatist: it is his quickest means of arous-
ing interest in an audience. "^ When we speak of ac -
tio n we think of physical action as a rule. Some action
is of course necessary tor its own sake. Entrances and
exits must be made. Practically all plays will require
some actio.-, on the stage . Even The Terrible Meek , which
is played in darkness, requires the sound of movement.
Baker treats action in four divisions, (l) physical
action for its own sake, (2) to reveal mental states, -(3)
for characterization, and (4) action which is not physical
but mental. " The fact is, "he says, " the greatest
drama of all time, and the larger part of the drama of the
1. Baker, G-. P. - Dramatic Technique p. 16
2. Ibid - p. 21
5 Ibid - p. 21
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past twenty years uses action much less for Its own sake
than to reveal mental states which are to rouse sympathy
or repulsion in an audience. In "brief, marked mental ac-
tivity ma-' "be ouite as dramatic as mere physical action."
'
Act ion must grow out of definite need or it must be the
natural expression of the characters, "Neither phys-
cial nor mental actio;, is in itself dramatic; all depends
on whether it naturally arouses, or can he made by the au-
thor to aroj.se, emotion in an audience. ' Actio:-., then,
will best grow out of the other two means of arousing emo-
tion, namely- dialogue ancl characterization
.
Character izati on cannot adequately he based on the
idea that the individual is a type, and that certain traits
of character can he isolated and treated as different indi-
viduals. " Gr at drama depends on a firm grasp and sure
presentation of complicated character. Modern drama
requires thatcharacters describe themselves, that their ac-
tions grow out of what they show themselves to be -"or what
the other characters chow them to be. When characteriza-
tion is live, the actio i of the play will grow naturally -out
of the character in conflict with circumstance and other char-
acters, and the resulting situations will have in them life
and Interest. The movement of ''.the play Is carried forward
1. Baker , G-.P. - Dramatic Technique p. J>6
Ibid p. 40
3. Ibid. p. 230
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"by action and dialogue.
Dialogue must "be i : accord with the character, and
not only in accord, hut must he an actual revelation of
what the character really is. It must also make neces-
sary the action of the play, Kost of the physical ac-
tion shoald jro',7 out of the Implication of ihe dialogue.
Long stags directions are andesirable. If the play
under consideration has long stage directions, particu-
larly as to state z of mind of the characters, examination
is pretty sure to reveal a dialogue lacking in character-
ization. Little need be said aboat soliloquy. I 4", is
an artificial means of glvi jg information and points to a
lack of ingenuity which bodes ill for the general interest
of the play . " The three essentials of dialogue are
clearness, helping the onward movement of the play and
doing all this in character." 1" "The dramatist who would
write dialogue of the highest order sho ild have not only
an Inborn and highly trained feeling for the emotional sig-
nificance of the material in hand; a ^ine feeling for char-,
acterlzation
; ability to write dialogue which states facts
in character; and the power to bring out whatever charm,
grace, irony, wit, or other especially attractive qualities
I.Baker, G-.P. Dramatic Technique p. 407
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his characters permit; also he should have, or develops,
a strong feeling for the nicest use of language
.
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A play must needs have a story. It may be slight,
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perse. Suspense is created by the rising interest, by
the finger-post, as Archer calls it, "by the fore-shadow-*
in:; events. It is the atmosphere present when
the imagination of the audience leaps ahead of the actio..,
sees the possibilities, and feels the eon s equense s for the
characters who are yet in the present. Suspense may he-
trivial, it may he laugh tor -provoking, it nay he tragic.
In a truly gr~at play it is beyond the knowledge of the end
of the play and the me an3 . That is, the emotion aroused,
though of a slightly different quality, is the sane when the
play is seen for the tenth tine as it v,ras the first. A
play of coincidence, or one in which a dens ex cacti a arran-
ges the action cannot have this effect. It is the result
of the b.riiding of character and action in such a way that
the lexical outcome rill he indicated and yet interest ere a-
ted in the rising situation will he such as to keen the au-
dience in suspense as to the way in which the action will
attain its end, or as to the reaction which an unforeseen
situation rill bring forth in the character. " Suspense
in a play is rightly handled. . . . when it is promptly crea-
ted to the extent desired by the dramatist, carries on with
increasing intensity from act to act, and reaches its climax
at or just before the final curtain."
1. Baker, G.P. - Dramatic Technique p. 233
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S,The Limitations of Drama.
A . Phys ical limi t a t i o ris
.
Every form of art Is limited and to this rule drama
is no exception. The story, with which drama is most often
compared, has practically no such limitations as does dra-
ma. The reason for the failure which so often results
from the dramatization of a gr~at novel is due to the fact
that the limitations of the drama have not been considered
and either have been ignored with a resulting poor play,o4
the story has been so bound down by them as to loose its
force. Drama is portrayal of life, bat only of such pha-
ses of life as are in their nature dramatic or capable of
such "-.resent atio~ within the necessary limits to arouse emo-
ti: n in the aud i en c e
.
The most obvious limitation is the stage itself. Here
we have a comparatively small floor space with artificial
setting and lighting. To be sure, modern theatrical art
succeeds in creating an illusion of atmosphere, b .it that,
after ail, is the combination of the greatest skill and
study put to the problem combined with the willingness of
the audience to become absorbed in the play. The seenes
in modern drama are for the most part limited to two or
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three to a three-act play. The author is limited to
a pertain selection of scenes to some extent. While such
scenes as " the heart of a man about to commit suicide "
have teen put on, they are in themselves fantastic and are
apt to draw attention away form the play itself. The prob-
lem is that of creating the illusion of reality. Then whe n
scenes suitable to the main actien have heen chosen there re-
mains the necessity of bringing all the contributory action
within the sane scenes. The loss of freedom in shifting
the action frequently from scene to scene is more than com-
pensated for in the fact that the attention of the audience
is broken into only twice during the play.
A second limitation is the time element. The action
on the stage must allow time for all necessary intermediate
act! en to take place. These " ccver scenes" are a dead
loss te the play unless they advance action or emotion
while they cr'ate the sense of the passing of time. Time
may pass rap lily between acts. Years may go by if the au-
thor so wishes. But character development may not go on
in the lapse of time. The character must grow in the
sight of the audience. Otherwise the unity of the play
is broken. It becomes two plays, or fragments of tv/o
plays, not one play in itself.
Time enters in in a totally different way from the point
of view of the audience. Two to three hours is the pre-
sent limit of time during which an author can expect an
attentive audience
.
It may be merely a matter of training
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but the sad fact remains , that a longer play will weary
the most interested audience. Within so short a time,
then, the author must portray his characters, show their
relationship t c each ether, and give the events necessary
to the action "before the curtain rose; after this intro-
duction cones the action proper, theevenis leading to the
crisis; the conflict of forces and the climax and conclu-
sion. Within £hls, every event must seem to be natural
- and more than natural , it must seem inevitable. In
short all the provisions oC £god technique must be encompas
ed within a play taki g no more than three short hours for
its presentation.
B. Theoretical or Hentjal limitations.
The audience is separated from the players. They are
not of the actio::. The watch from a distance, powerless
to change the swing of events. Yet their presence is the
cause of the being of the play. They limit its form.
They limit its thought. An event may have happened in
real life and be impossible of reproduction on the stage
because it will be foreign to the mental attitude of the
audience. The audience demands an Illusion of reality.
But atmosphere does not lull its critical faculties. It
almost seems to sharpen them. For once they see clearly
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what are the Implications In the lives of the characters.
The;- are unmixed in the affair and their judgment is let
loose. So lo.-B as the author realizes this and res-
pects the fact that his audience Is capable of intellec-
tual and aesthetic Judgment, he is safe. He must admit
the limitations Which a clear and forceful representation
puts upon him and must make the action seem probable, or
batter, Inevitable to his audience. Even in that delight-
ful form of drama where all reality seems pushed aside, -
the fantasy - the mental limitations are present in more
delicate form. The author says In effect, " Let's
pretend and so universal must his pretense be that the
hearts of all respond and they play his game with him to
the end. He need not make it. seem possible, but plaus-
ible in its impossibility
.
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Chapter II
Outline
I. Drama and Keligion
A. Drama as a ^orce
B. Use of Drama "by the Church
C. '/hat is the State of Heligioizs uramaV

Chapter II
Drama and Religion
Drama is the reproduction of, and the emphasis of
certain phases of life, "by virtue of selection and iso-
lation. We have found that drama molds current thought,
that it gives emotional dynamic to ideas. It is
a great unifying force throughout the nation. It is
one of the noblest forms of literature and in its great
dramas rouses the emotions and passions of men as does
no other form of art.
If drama is such a vital force, it is pertinent to
ask what use religion is making of it. Religion and
specifically the church has as its task the unifying of
life in the two mutual concepts of the fatherhood of God
and the Brotherhood of Man. life in every aspect is
its field. To what extent is it using drama?
Till recently, as we have seen, the theatre has been
under somewhat of a cloud as far as the Church was con-
cerned. That day is over. The Little Theatre Move-
ment has "brought the play into the local community. The
church has seen the possibilities of the new form of art
as a means of instruction and has seized upon it. But
the church has made much the same mistake that local thea-
trical groups made in their first enthusiasm ahout acting.
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Mere dialogues in costume with footlights have been thought
to be appropriate and adequate representations of drama in
the church, There has "been a wild search for drama which
might he presented in the church "building v/ithout shocking
the sensibilities of the older church members. And there
was need for search. Drama written for use on a profes-
sional stage was usually far beyond the capabilities of the
amateur, while material that could be given by "he amateur
was not in content suited for religious use. There is
no sense in having the church attempt to do inadequately what
the professional theatre is doing better and more suitably.
Nevertheless, such an instrument as the drama has great
possibilities. The church is right in insisting on using
it and stumblinr along with what is available till the demand
shall create what is necessary. And what is it that the
church does need? Drama is life. life is action and rela-
tionships. Keligion in action and relationships is express
ed in the norm of ethical conduct. he church has its great
ideals of conduct, - the ethical norm of Jesus' teaching.
If such ethical principles can be combined with the highest
technical perfection of drama, then the church will have dram
suited to its need.
Philosophy, ethics, art, - all are embodied in the
play. The church cannot demand doctrine in drama, but re-
ligion, expressed in the relations of man to man, and of
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man to God is a legitimate field. Drama claims the
realm of human emotions as its field. i'here is no more
universal emotion and feeling than the religious. JJrama
should gain by the treatment of a religion "big enough to
include all the relationships of life.
7/hat is the present state of religious drama? A
"brief survey of drama in the professional and other fields
will he undertaken to see what the development so far has
"been, and to see what of the ethical teachings are "being
included and emphasized. In the case of drama written
specifically for the church we shall want to see to what
extent the technical requirements of professional drama
are "being followed and with what result. is the religious
drama of the church giving more or "better ethical teaching
than the religious teaching of the professional stage
V
We shall first need to discuss the ethical norm in the
light of the teachings of Jesus, and then to survey the
dramas under the heading of these ethical principles.
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Chapter III
Oat line
X« ^he Social Ethical Norm
A, Social Ethics of -Jesus
1. Service
£. Self-abnegation
3. .Brotherhood
4. Peace
5. Emancipation of Childhood
6. Altruism
7. Philanthropy
8. Purity
9. Justice
10. Mysticism

Chapter III
Social Ethical Norm
By the social ethics of Jesus we mean the principles
laid down "by him applied to the present day situation ,
-
social, economic, and industrial. The specific applica-
tion of the principles to individual cases is hardly neces-
sary. They can he divided roughly into concepts of
Christian action which will govern particular cases.
.'.Z.Hocking says, " But when original Christianity
sums up its rule of life, it addresses itself to the feel-
ings or affections. Its language is Thou shalt love..."
and again, " What is new is the selective principle which
lighted upon this requirement as the central and essential
thing." 2
it is hard to deal with ethics as apart from reli-
gion. '.7e must draw the line nevertheless
,
though we may
"believe that the dynamic for all such ethical conduct as we
may demand has its roots only in the soil of religion.
Xing has said " In drawing the line in these studies, we'
are simply to ask what Jesus conceived to be the fundamen-
tal laws of human life, in the relation of man to man, set-
ting aside, except incidentally, all discussinn of the rel-
ation of man to cod." He says further, " A large propor-
1. Hocking, ff.E. - Human nature .and Its Hemaking p. 339
2. Ibid p. 339
3. King, H.C. - The Ethics of Jesus p. 17
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tion of the teaching of Jesus is simply and distinctly eth-
ical, having only the constant religious implication in the
"background, that any fundamental law of human life must he
at the same time the will of i : od."^
'x'he social ethics of Jesus may be said to "be "based on
a conception of a universal kingdom, a "brotherhood of men,
the Kingdom of c-od. "By the 1-ingdom of ^od," says shailer
Mathews, "Jesus meant an ideal t though progressively ap-
proximated ) social order in which the relation of men to
God is ; that of sons, and ( therefore J to each other that
of brothers * " King finds two emphases made by Je-
sus in his teaching, one dealing with intellectual value
and the other with moral value. "Two emphases recur
again and again in the characterization of the true dis-
ciple; the emphasis on the need of absolute truth and hon-
esty in his disciples, and the emphasis on the essential
need of a genuine self-giving love."
_he application of the christian principles of love
as a basis for action has always seemed the mad dream
of a visionary. let, as one views the ideals of conduct
which are coming to be accepted by the world in general
as necessary for a civilization which is to survive, we
1. King, H-C. - The Ethics of Jesus p. 18
2. Mathews, Shailer - The Social Teaching of Jesus p. 54
3. King, H«C. - The Ethics of Jesus p. 29
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find that love is, in the sense in which Jesus used the word,
the "basis of them all. Jesus himself api lied this principl
to life. Of all the ethical teachings of Jesus, King says,
,r It is really this single principle of the loving life of
which Jesus is making the various social applications" .^
The expression of this "basis principle may be found in
concepts of right relations "between men. 'i'hey may be
briefly discussed.
1. Service. Love finds its quickest express! >n in
service. ( John 13: 13-15 ) "It is perhaps the great-
est glory of our generation says King, " that it is
applying more rigorously to all institutions of every
kind, social, economic, political, educational, religious,
this supreme test of the service of men In so far
as this is characteristic of our time, we are sinralv anplv-
ing this principle of the ethical teaching of Jesus, that no
institution, even the best and most sacred, is an end in it-
self; it must serve."
3
" Service in itself is not enough.
There must be the willingness to sacrifice the self if neces-
sary in the accomplishment of the highest purpose. This
leads to the specialized form of service.
2. Self-abnegation "Sacrificial love is the highest
3.
condition of happiness" ( John 12: 24-25 ) There is a
1. King, H.C. The Ethics of Jesus p. 133
2. Ibid p. 121
3. Ibid p. 227
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not only on account of the personal development of the
loved ones for this sacrificial love, but for the sake of
the community and nation. ( John 10:11 ) " It is worth
noting that his very principle of self-sacrifice as set over
against the counsels of self-regarding prudence, which on
the one hand have made the Christian teaching seem so Im-
practical, and yet on the other hand, as civilization ad-
vances, is seen to he absolutely indi sponsible, not only to
the progress of that civilization as a whole, but to the
larger life of the individual himself. Self-abnegation
involves no merely imaginary sacrifice. ( John 15:13 ) The
only self-abnegation worth talking about is that which in-
volves the whole life of the individual. ( Matt. 20:27,23 )
" Ke knows that men Ere made for love end for high action -
for heroic service: anc th.r t they really cannot be satis-
fied with less. Unhesitatingly, therefore he appeals to
the experience of the prophets, and he rings out to men the
challenge of his own heroic call - to take up the cross s.nd
follow him."*' ( John 21:17,13 Matt. 16:24,25 )
Brotherhood The life of love can only be express
ed in service and in self-abnegation in that community in whi
the spirit of brotherhood is dominants
.
( John 13:34 ) The
attitude towards others which makes them equal with oneself
1. King, H.C. - Ethics of Jesus p. 129
2. Ibid p. 226
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in the development of their personalities involves many
relationships, but can be included in the concept of
brotherhood. ( John 10:16 and 15:12 ) King says as to
the meaning of brotherhood, "If I am to love men, then,
I need to believe that they are my brothers, that is, (l)
that the life of every man is knit up indissolubly with
my own; (2) that he is like me,- and (3) that in some true
sense he has a sacred and priceless personality in Jesus
thought, - is a child of God. Then I cannot wish to
kill or. hate or despise or condemn him."
1
"
( Matt. 5: 21-24 )
Brotherhood in this sense will include many of the more
special concepts, but will be agoverning attitude towards
them all. ( Matt. 12:50 )
4. Peace Many a wordy war has been waged over the position
of Jesus on war. There hsve been countless so-called holy
wars which have drenched the world in blood. Yet, looked
at in the light of the underlying principles of Jesus and in
the light of progress we can see clearly that the ideal of
peace is the only ethical concept which can be allowed. "The
peace-maker is more than a peace-keeper. He belongs to that
high order of men who are able to be reconcilers of their
fellowmen, who actively promote peace among men, who enter
into God's own work of bringing men into unity. " ' Coop-
1. King, H.G. Ethics of Jesus p. 224
2. Ibid p. 212
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eration instead of war is coming to be the watchword of
commercial and business interests. There is no reason
why the ideal of peace should not be recognized and reali-
zed within this generation.
5. Snancipation of Childhood There has been more at-
tention paid to this aspect of Jesus' teaching than to any
other. The respect for the personality of the child
and provision for his growth along correct lines is one of
the chief problems of the day. And yet there can be no
doubt that the principle is far above the attainment and
that as an ethical teaching the value of the child as a fu-
ture citizen of both church and state is still to be empha-
sized ( Matt. 13: 1-6 and 19:13-14 )
6. Altruism The love for others as for self is peculiarly
expressed In the altruism which sees into the problems of
others and sees the far-reaching effects of proposed action
in regard to others. It is therefore more than philan-
thropy, which remedies as far as it can the evils which
exist. Altruism is that ethical principle which sees in-
to the future and builds for more than the present.
7. Philanthropy Philanthropy is that principle which is
the result of feeling o'tfe responsibility resulting from
the ideal of brotherhood. It is the burden of relieving
conditions beyond what the individual has been personally
responsible for. ( Matt. 19:21 ) Jesus was no ascetic.
He was no socialist nor communist. He taught the right use
of wealth. ( Matt. 25: 20-21 ) " In his thought, wealth
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is both a trust and a peril. He does not doubt that
wealth is good, but it is a good only in its lower rela-
tive place, and as mastered by greater ends than itself,
-
made a servant of self- forgetful love." (Matt. 25:34,40)
5. Parity Jesus insists upon purity of heart. (Matt. 5: 8)
Th: s is a fundamental ethical concept, not only for the in-
dividual but for the community. The family and the so-
cial basis of society rests upon it. Such purity is
sained only thuough the reverence for the sacredness of the
-
— \j -—
•
person of every member of the community. (Matt. 5:27 )
(Mstt. 15:18-19 ) "Social purity is one of the chief
forms of such purity in heart.... The pure in heart recog-
nize the child of God in every soul, and treat him, accord-
ingly, not as a thing but as a holy person How absolu-
tely fundamantal is this spirit, every thoughtful student
of moral growth, whether in the individual or in the race,
well knows .
"
9. Justice "(The Christian) type of justice refuses
to take a man at his own estimate of himself, it insists
on the self of a more nearly absolute estimate, the self
that must be , and which this resolve of the nonre si sting
will will help to bring into being. It is a justice done
for the first time to the plasticity and responsiveness of
human nature toward our own wills: it is an absolute, or
creative justice." ' (Luke 5:31-32 and 17:3 ) This com-
1. King,H.C. Ethics of Jesus p. 139
2. Ibid p. 211 3. Hocking - Human Nature and Its Re-
making p. 350-351
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tines the two attitudes of Jesus, the aspect of gracious-
ness of mercy and of forgiveness, (Matt . 5:7 Luke 6:36 )
and the aspect of warning to those who fail to respond to
the chance to make men of themselves. It is the Mosaic,:
type of justice which has been ours too often. The stern
relentless wheel of the lav; hes ground down souls to dust
and we have gloried in our justice. The ethical ideal
of justice involving love, "brotherhood, mercy and new op-
portunity is the justice of which Jesus would speak.
10. Mysticism There may well be question as to the in-
clusion of mysticism among the ethical standards of Jesus.
And yet one can hardlv realize the other standards without
admitting that only in such persons as have felt the force
of mystical experience have the ethical standards come to
full fruition. Mysticism is the basis of that religious
life whence came the ethical standard in Jesus. (John 14:23
and 15:4-5 ) Nineteen full centuries have passed in a
vain endeavor to bring to the world an ethical appreciation
without a. religious experience back of it. Jesus did not
separate the two. We shall find that we cannot separate
them. To such as feel that it can be done, mysticism may
be omitted from the ethical standards of Jesus. They will
have taken away the dynamic from their ethical program. We
maintain that the direct consciousness of God and of His will
in the universe and in conscious relation to the individual
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must underlie development towards the ethical ideal
which is the ideal of 3-od for the relations of men i
that universe.

Chapter IV
Professional Drama
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Chapter IV
Outline
I. Professional Drama
A. Plays reviewed
1. Galsworthy - The Mob
- The Pigeon
- Justice
- Strife
2. Housman - Little Plays of St. Francis
-.ITazareth
- Bethlehem
3. Converse ^'our plays in Garments of Praise
- The Blessed birthday
- Thy Kingdom Come
- Soul's Medicine
- Santa Conversazione
4. ITasefielff - Good Friday
5. Marquis - The Dark Hours
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flltruis-m
The Moo - John Galsworthy '
Stephen More, M.P. is moved by his idetals to pro-
test against the punitive expedition made "by Great Bri-
tain against a "border nation, which will result in the
annexation of that nation. Since fighting has already
started his speech ruins his career. He feels im-
pelled to tour the country speaking against the war.
Ke is jeered and mobbed. Ke comes hone for rest and
encouragement, only to find his wife oppesed to him and
refusing to stay with him longer. His servants have
long since left and his acquaintances and friends have
disowned him. News of a victory sets the town wild
and a mob comes to the hov.se. They attack him, after
breaking in, and finally kill him.
V+ V 1 cal Teachin g
The theme of the play is idealism versus intolerance.
Altruism is shown to be higher ethically than patriotis m.
That Hore's ethical position is acknowledged to be right
is shown "b -17 the status scene at the end. In the end '"
the the courage of a man who will suffer and die for his
ideals is recognised by the same people who in mob spirit
die! him to death.
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Technical Comment
.
Galsworthry uses his mob almost as a person . No one
character stands out. Yet the mob has a spirit of its
own. The growing emotion of hatred is shown clearly,
as reflected in the emotion of .his own family. The ac-
tion is such as helps the sto^ forward. The theme is
clear. There is suspense and movement. There is uni-
versal appeal.
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The Pigeon - John G-alsworthy
The art- 1st Welwyn is obsessed with what his daujrh-
ter thinks is a mania for entertaining and helping
all manner of people,- strangers and poor people. In
spite of v..is promises he cannot resist the temptation
to rive then his card and finds himself one night with
three utter strangers on his hands. He keeps them
and the next da- calls in his friends with their the or
-
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Technical Consent .
The play is neither comedy, satire, nor tragedy
though all three elements enter into it. It is not
a problem e>lav though it enters into one of t'~e freat£ X v _I —
I
problems of modern life.- philanthropy. It shows
a certain phase of life in contact with the agencies
of help and their failure to help at oil adequately.
The ilay is like others of Galsworthy 1 s , in that
it presents no solution for the problem. It is a
slice out of life, a problem. He shows the ft c-s.
The solution is not attempted. The play has pro-
gress. The characters are not quite the same as
when they first mt=r, but the change is not -.-hat one
womid expect. They have net reformed, if that is wh
is needed, hut have built up their philosophy of life
a little. The characterization! is good. There-
is humour and sadness and a sympathetic irony. The
unity ef theme is nowhere broken yet there is variety
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Justice - John Galsworthy <Fustice
Driven wild "by the cruel treatment which her hus-
band is giving the woman he loves, William Falder
raises a check and plans to leave with the money and.
to take her with him. He is found out, tried and
sentenced to three years in prison, the judge
.
C mltS — - v» - - ^ ^ O GUI . - -i^ <~ C J
— p< gQjj breals Polder Nc visits r*re al lowed TTji is
lc still r"reat-"i" or -^lt* T
soana.
aaaens
When at last he is free he cannot find work. He
meets the woman "b* accident and she ~ces be ck to the
old firm and begs them to take him in again, rai-
der appears unexpectedly . The firm finally agree
to take hir back if he yd 11 break off relations with
the woman. They have oven taken "back this require-
ment when the lav; comes in and arrests Faldei for fail-
ing to report. He is once more in the grip of the
law where there is neither justice nor mercy. He makes
<—
-i- " •-- ~i- s -
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a break for freedom and Is killed.
Sth i cal Te a ch In r;
Justice is the title. The theme is the injustice
of the grinding wheel of the lav;. It shows that
"justice" administered by a man who has no human sym-
pathy, no mercy, no understanding of the value of a
human person is black injustice.
Technical Comment
"From emotion to emotion" - Gal§w ~.r thy succeeds.
His theme is one of universal appeal. It is unified
and has action. lienor characters are characters,
yet they arc flattened cut. There is suspense, ac-
tion, development. Character development is consis-
tent. This play changed the prison laws cf England.
It was pure propaganda, yet an admirable play. G-als-
worthy is a propagandist yet not partisan. He isol-
ates a situation as a scientist isolates a perm, - but
he has no serum.
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Strife - John Galsworthy UndeT^te^djjicj
Anthony, chairman of directors of the Trenartha
Tin Plate Works, and Roberts of the workmen's com-
mittee, have held aside all attempts at arbitration
and concession to settle the strike. They stand
for principles, and meanwhile emn, women and children
suffer. The two speak for their respective sides
and express only their own dogmatic opinions. Yet
the" control their men and each one will die rather
than rive In to the other. Back of each the spirit
cf panic -rows. When Roberts' wife dies of cold and
hunger fear ovencor.es the men and they brer", from under
bis control, At the same time fear of a further loss
of dividends causes the failare of the directors to sup-
port him and thus the resignation of the chairman, An-
thony. The terms are made. Two broken men face
each other, one woman has died and many have suffered.
And the terms are the sr me as those offered at the very
first.
Galsworthy, John - Strife
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Sth'cal Teaching
The futility of strife is shown. Class hatred,
class warfare, fear of each other, lack of understanding,
and a "blind devotion to principles regardless of human
suffering nowhere. It is a negative teaching.
"But the roots of wrong must be torn out if the seeds of
right are to he planted and there is to he harmony in the
world of human relations. This play never has a "run".
The labor question is so vital that partisanship is de-
manded and Galsworthy is no partisan,
Technical Comment
There is marvelous characterization here. There is
keen developement of the feelings of the men of both sides
as they fail away from their leaders. The motives In-
volved are very human. There is a conflict of forces
,
of unbending wills. In this case neither wins but both
are broken. There is a limit to what people will en-
dure even in following their own leaders .
T
v e psychological
analysis pives the action and the suspense. There is
not much "story". The result goes back to the start.
It is a circle. The t circle involves human emotions
which are among the present problems of the world. It
is real life and the theme is emphasized by selection as
only a pood play can emphasize it.

ZV-:' cal Teaching
The futilitv of strife is shown. Class hatr?d,
class warfare, fear of each other, lack of understanding,,
and a "blind devotion to principles regardless of human
suffering get nov/he^e. It is a negative teaching.
.But the roots of wrong must "be torn out If the seeds of
right are to "be planted and there is to be harmony in the
v/orld of human relations. This play never has a "run".
The labor question is so vital that partisanship is de-
manded and Galsworthy is no partisan.
Technical Conine nt
There is marvelous characterization here. Ther? is
keen developement of the feelings of the men of both sides
as they fall awav from the' r leaders. The motives In-
volved are very human. There is a conflict of forces
,
of unbending wills. In this case neither 7/ins hut both
are broken. There is a limit to what people will en-
dure even in following their ov:n leaders. T're psychological
analysis rives the action and the suspense. There is
not much "story". The result goes back to the start.
It is a circle. That circle involves human emotions
v/hich are among the present problems of the v;orld. It
is real life and the theme is emphasized by selection as
only a good play can emphasize it.

The plays are beautiful in word and thought. Self-
abnegation runs through then as the thread on which the
plays are strung. Each play is complete in itself
yet one would wish to geve them as they are written, as
a cycle. They breathe the love of God and the love
of one's fellow-men. They ar~ the kind of dramas
for which the church is locking. Practically all of
their, show the conquering power of love.
Technically, they are clear, the poetic values
are very rare, the diction of them is beautiful and
the emotional values arc high. They are deeply mys-
tical. The atmosphere is far away from o <r modern
matter-of-fact social service. It is an atmosphere
of religious value which flowers inevitable in a ser-
vice of love.
The plays with the special emphasis of ethical
teaching will he 'aken up separate^.
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I-nttfodoatoro
The Revellers - Laurence Housman lb so
Luclo has gained the assurance of Ant on i a that she .,
h um &"vi vd.\i><r.
loves him. Rudolpho and Francesco also love her. They
each in turn appear In the city square below her T;indow.
In the mad revel which follows when friends of Francesco
appear, half-drunk, Luclo accuses Rudolpho of having
killed the citizen of Perugia whose death has caused war-
fare between the two cities. They fight and Francesco
Intervenes and is wounded. The . two think he is dying,
make up their quarrel and Rudolpho leaves. Francesco
suggests arousing Assisi with the alarm of war,- all for
a Jest. mhe city is soon in a tumult, and Francesco
is beginning to repent of his foolish thought when word
comes that Perugia is on the way to a surprise attack and
that Francesco's jest has saved the :ity.
Fthical Tc: chl. ~ :: r ." Comment.
This play shows Francesco as a gay- young reveller,
yet hints at his dissatisfaction with himself. It has
a lightness and humor which are delightful. There is a
whimsical bit of philosophy here and there which In the
later plays deveiopes into heen insight. He is a lov-
able character in this first play - this Francesco,- wilhh
his irresponsibility
, his ready use of the legend of
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the saint and his self—forscetful care In reconciling
Lucio and Rudolt)ho. Hero Is very hutnan natter
n c
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>v:-Frisomers - Laurence ffousman. .saf-*bnec^1
Francesco, Lucio, Pudolpho, Rinaldo and others are
nrisoisrs ^r Ps^u^la and sre wa it. in r ''or rans 312 Thev
are angry with Francesco, who, though only a merchant'
son
1
r
" s nlaced is ransom v&3 ; s hi ph Eihove xhe— sll .
Rinaldo especially tsu~. f s him. The courier returns,
"but. brings no ransom for Lucio whose father refuses to
pay, nor for Rinaldo whose estate is lost. Francesco
~ a
-
9
x ^ r-. rp^s -) 1^ of Lucio and f-^nds i-~*"v> h^c 1 -' to Antonia
ce he can fight and
Left alone in the orison he
'roes the doves which Lucio v ~
in Brother Wall who echoes hack his words to him
4 v~
Self- abnegation is the theme of this play. Frances-
co sa:rifices himself yet- he is cheerful and nanny. It
is the herinninr of the conquest of others through love
of men and even of the rat erf si viorl.'i.
Little Plays of Saint Francis, - Laurence Housaan.
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Brief Life - Laurence Housman. li e
To the city gate of As si si cor.es Francesco, worn with
a long fever left him by a year in the prison of Perugia.
Francesco tells the fear of Death w"-ich haunts him to Lu-
cio who corr.es in search 3f him. Lucio tries to cheer
him by enlisting his aid in keeping Rudolph o from harm-
ing Antonia, Lucio' s newly betrothed. Francesco agrees
and speaks in friendly wise to Rudolpho as he passes, hut
Rudolpho will no he friendly. Yet Francesco promises
to accomplish bis purpose and also to he merry once more.
In the midst of lis forced mirth the funeral procession
.
of a small chi Id goes past. The laughter of Frances-
co s'ops sh crt.
..d ":.nent
This play is mors a link between the others. Yet in
itself it advances the action. The realization of
death enters Francesco's life. Self-sacrifice has ended
in lon^ illness, near to death. Yet it is a friend's
need which calls him back to life. Still he holds to
a firm faith in others, - even in Rudolpho.
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B
Jpnd ' - ~ -narsr.ce
v :^~an T*h"i l^fitfrop^
Rfrancesco, to win a wager, dresses himself as a
v
.
,
.. *
•-
,.
• • •
: he j = alas at the church door. !-Ie re-
ives alms from his friencls, completely deceiving
•
.. - , But -.hen a child cone's hy and In true pity
Wive c hir alr.s , his eyes are opened to what he has done,
E carries o -t the rest of his wager , that he will strip
begp.ar End heat hir, ail around the square, hut does it
K earnest now, inflicting heavy punishnent or himself*
She waprr v:on, ho distrihutes it t; the heppars. Of the
Miild he hops ttorpivoness . I- her hi.: r-f forgiveness
lie find s "sweet Sister Charity " who covers all his sins.
Ethical Teach 1 - and Comment/
k Tse find once more the keen-witted, laughter-loving
Francesco of the first play. Yet he is not the same,
Ifor he has a p lck insight Into the moral vai ir Df v:hat
jhe has done. It is a sure touch which m aires the "en-
KLe pity of a child the neans of making hir. see deeper
'into the meaning of things and to bring '"in. to a anew-
led -e of what true charitv involves.
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ghe Bride Feast - Laurence T !o isman
It is the wedding day of Lueio and Antonia. The
bridal feast is ever and Francesco and Rudolpho, "both
havinr lived her, join in a masque to celebrate the
event and to show their friendship and goodwill.
Francesco -pives Antonia a rose. Rudolpho gives her
a cup which he fills with wine, bidding her drink deep
his wishes for her. T-Ie has poisoned the wine and
Antenia dies. Rud o ].ph d escapes . Lucio w i sh e s to
die toe, "but Francesco "bids him build a monument of his
love for Antonia in living for her. Francesco shares
his deep devotion with Lucio and loses his fear of death.
" And through all hands which serve,
7/e take, taste and preserve
That life of endless love which fits our need."
Ethical reaching, and Connent .
Death cannot kill Love. Love that is worthy will
live forever in service. This is the theme of the
"Eride Feast ". Francesdo has lost the dearest thing
in life, "but with Antonia' s death he has realized the
powerlesness of Death and the eternal life of Love
which lives forever in Service. H* s is a mystical
poetic vision
.
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Our Lac\y of Poverty - Laurence Housman 5t|^aUecja:
Tnen at the Court of Beauty lays are- sung in honor
of love, Francesco, appearing in ra^s, sings his lay
in love of Poverty,- and tells how Lady Poverty has
won his heai^t. His friends think him mad and leave
him. A leper enters and Francesco starts from him
in horror. Then suddenly he feels that in service to
such a one he will find the mystic union with Christ.
Fthical Teach k.,-, r. .' Comment^
Self- abnegation, devotion to service and poverty
are the keynotes here. Francesco gives up his ordin-
ary life and definitely decide? to follow a different
life. In the very beginning cor.es a test in the
person of the leper, the conquest of self is in his
deed of kindness, and the "beginning of his life of mys-
ticism is i^^esent.
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The Builders - Laurence Housman. Brother
hoo )
5>er rice
Francesco, row "rrncis, Leo and Bernard are rebuilds
fool brings stone for the building, Glacoinina gives inon-
had given away the equipment with which his father had
furnished him for v;ar, the father is angry. He comes
to force Francis to leave his building. Fran&is has
won all hearts with his gentle wavfi. but his father can-
not forgive him and leaves, taking Griacomina's money in
payment of the debt. The building goes on and one by
one the fellowship of brotherhood end service is in-
creased.
Ethical Teachi:..- rnd Comment.
Brotherhood which finds whet is worthy of love in
each and every individual is the theme of the "Builders"
- There is humor in it and it is very human. The disre-
gard of Francis for wealth is echoed bach in a lessening
greed for 5 1& on the part of those who meet him. Gold
becomes power to serve.
The play advances the story of Francis. The order
has here a beginning. Love of God and man is shown
in service. The debt paid, Francis is free.
ing a chapel. Through love o f Franc i s , J aniper the
ey, and the beggar his blessing. Because "rone is
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Brother ?/ol f - Laurence Housaman +&\^ m
LTesser Lupo and his band of robbers have terrorized
Assisi. Francis has told the people of Assisi that
he will bring Lupo to them bound and harmless. He goes
with Juniper to find the robber. Lupo has heard
what Francis has said and hinds and is ab3.it to kill the
two. Yet Francis shows him what fear and misery his
evil life has brought upon him and bis band and upon
Assisi and prevails on him to give it over. The bellr
of Assisi ring out and Lupo rives his life into Francis 1
keeping, to g3 down with him to Assisi and take away fear
from the heart of the town,
Tthlcal Teach i and Comment.
Courage and brother lines s bring Francis to this occa-
sion. Francis is known now as the Poverello, snd the
people love and trust him. Juniper is closely attached
to him. It is his carelessness of self which makes hss-
c ourage seem almost foolhardiness
.
This nlay is one of the most complete in itself.
It is delightful. Trembling Juniner and the savage
band contrast so admirably with Francis who is unconcern
itself outwardly, yet is keen to follow any advantage
which Lupo offers him in argument, and who has gone to
bedrock in his argument against the profession of robbery.
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Sister Clare - Laurence Housman.
Father Francis goes out to gather waod at midnight
leaving Juniper to watch for a friend who is coming.
He and the Fire wait together, till suddenly a young
girl enters. Juniper is in dead!" fear of temptation
yet finding that she is cold and hungry, feeds her.
She falls asleep and Juniper calls the brothers. They
decide to wait outside for Father Francis to come and
tell then what to do. Just then he cones in and
shows then that with Juniper they were safe and that
through forgetfulness of self in service temptaticn can-
not even exist. Sister Clar- is to he the firs x of
a coEnany of women who will follow poverty and service
6vsn e z t*Yi 6 ir S.V9 dons
«
*/
Fthlcal Teaching and Comment.
Th* s play is a very delicate expression of the ideal
of purity. Respect for the personality of another and"
lovinr service to the needs of a brother or sister removes
the thought of self and of any temptation
. Francis'
philosophy is growing deeper, - reaching farther,- though
its roots are the same. His followers are earning to
a truer understanding of his Ideals. There is a de-
cided element of humor in the situation and in Junirer-'s
fear
.
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,T,he Lepers - Laurence Housraan. !oui-dae i
Francis, Leo and Juniper take food and comfort to *mx>i%m , brolhs
^ocd and 5tU
the lepers. In the leper prison they find deep hatreds , a!,7lec1
'
Ur
^
suspicion, cruelty, and the darkness of despair. One or
tv;o have gained a 5limpse of the blessing of service and
are attempting tc do a little for the others. That
Francis sho -Id come is incomprehensible to them. A half-
blind leper iemands that Francis wash his feet as proof
of love for him. To his horror Francis finds that it
is Rudolpho, "ven so he will serve him, but Leo as the
one most injured claims the better ri'~ht to show his for-
giveness. Rudolpho looks on in better scorn thinking
that they will not actually touch him. But when Leo ac-
tually starts to wash his feet he is overcome and .rives
himself rver to the ministration of love.
Sthicfl Teaching r.;. d Comment.
This is one of the dramatic high water marks for inten-
sity of pity and terror. "Love your enemies" is the
principle underlying it. Self-abnegation in loving ser-
vice is its heart. It is a supreme test for the two ,
-
Francis and Leo,- to perform such a service for a loath-
some leper who has robbed them of their dearest treasure.
Only an unbounded love could force them to it. Yet the
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other lepers do not understand. Neither in this play
nor in the others is Frrn&is represented as making the
world perfect. He has his share of misunderstanding
and criticism. Still his ideal is carrying him on,
and is leading those who are willing to understand to
a world of beauty.
This play is one of the examples of the dramatic
fabric of the cycle. That they should find Rudol-
ph o again - a leper, and they Should have grown enough
to foryive, shows a growing characterization. The
Lucio and Francesco of the " Bride Feast " would not
have forriven, nor would Rudolpho have accepted their
s e rv ice.
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S ister Gold - Laurence Housman SUnw \ u|
Juniper finds Father Francis sitting by a tar of
gold, the while he is in ecstasy. When he cones to
himself he tells Juniper that three men were fighting
ever the gold in the ni'tbt r...d that he spoke to them
and they ran away. As he and Juniper talk the three
come up and claim the 3 3 Id . Frar.cis, hp de3r-r.es,
finds out that they have stolen it from and old man and
nearly killed him. They are terrified when he accuses
them of it. So he shows them how polo brings fear and
they a?r-:e to bury Sister Gold . Then c^mes the miser-
vowing ven3er-r.ee. The rotters stand their ground till
Francis rives them leave to 30, after whiGh he talks
to the miser of Sister Sold whom he has just buried.
The miser schemes to ret it back
,
tut tec";rues ashamed
when Francis finds him dip^'np. Me buries the gold
a-ain and nree-s.
ethical Teaching and p—erri,
Money which is love:" for itself is dead and one may
only bury it. The love of money is the root of fear
and hatred and suspicion. Therefore if a man have such
a love he must give it up utterly and te free.
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Brother 3;.r. - 1" irence Housnan.
To the camp of the Soldan Francis goes, in an attempt
to bring peace. The Soldan is interested in hira throurr
his fearless talk , and takes the chains from hin . Fra?
cis pleads Tor brotherhood and peace and tells him that
all serve God though in many different ways. He bids him
dispel fear by ceasing warfare, yet has to admit that
his own camp had refused to listen to him and did not un-
derstand his message . The Soldan loves hin and re-
cognizes in him a kindred spirit and a brother. He sends
hin away in peace though he cannot follow his wishes,
Sthi_cal T e r.-hi:.:* ^nd - -r-.-n 1 .
This is one of the outstanding plays jf the cycle,
ft holds both love and laughter. There is a sense of
proportion in it
,
Its mystical quality is cor.h in 3d
with conr.cn sense. There is a lack of blindness as
to the faults of the frr: stian side which is unconr.cn
in Christian drama. The. universality of service for
God and the brotherhood of all races is implied.
Francis reveals the ape-long vision of peoce.
Friendship, not hate ;2 trust
, not fear; and peace instead
of senseless war. The world of Francis did not even
understand his message. A few comprehended
,
not all
of one faith with him, "but members of the wider "brother-
hood 'of the world.
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mhe Chapter - Laurence Ho_.sr.an Self-abne
DviTing "lie absence of Francis in the Holy Land the
Order has rrown. TThcr. he cones back a meeting is
held to elect a Head Tor the Order, for they feel that
Father Francis is not practical enough. Juniper is
deeply grieved over the mistake that they arc making,
He votes for Francis. Francis, Leo and Giles vote
for Juniper, to the scandalized amazement of the crowd.
Brother "lias is chosen. When Francis rives them over
into the charge of Elias, they realize what they have
done, - tec late.
Ethical Teac --i..~ ana Comment .
Self-ataeration for the sake of the whole is shown
in this play. It is the largest self-abnegation of
which Francis is capable, for here he lays c own his
ideal for the order, his world-message , his inspiration
.
It is no easy matter for him to give over the direction
of the brotherhood he has formed to another. Yet he does
it without any resentment, only a deep sorrow which finds
comert in Juniper who in his simplicity is wiser than
them all.
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gr oth er J -in ip g
r
- Laurence Ho-.isman Ihc Yd\.ue ~,
Brother Juniper, for his many foolisjk deeds, l.s in
disgrace. He is brought to trial before Father
Prior "lis. s end is condemned to stay within the rails
and to keep silence until rales sec. Juniper end Fran-
cis are left alone together. Arc then Francis com-
mands Juniper, on holy obedience, to sing after him the
words he sings; and they chant the mirth-provoking lay
in praise of foolishness. Juniper is himself once
more and Francis,his purpose accomplished, goes off
singing.
Zthlcal Teach i;.r and Co .r.ent.
Here is the conflict between "the established order
and individual worth. The order must always crush
out individuality < Frsncis with his clearer insight
and his keen sense of proportion sees the value of
even such a seemingly useless thins as foolishness.
The play is hard to condense. It is subtle, rich,
full of values of atmosphere and character. In it
laughter and tears are mingled.
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Brother Sliag - Laurence Housman b-ediene-e
• Because he and Francis interpret the rule- of the
order differently, Prior Flias bids Francis on holy
obedience to "be silent when any question a"bout the
^rder arises. Prior Ellas is the ambitious, self-
centered destroyer of the order, but not without his
ovrn misgivings. He has sympathy for Francis in the
situation hut it is wholly suppressed. Francis is
deeply grieved, for now he must see his Order which he
founded not only led "by another, but led in the wrong
direction. So he tells his followers that only as
dead can he serve them, for he is bound to holy obe-
dience, ?rhich being deaf ana dumb end blind, is dead.
Ethical Teachi:.- and Cor—ent.
Order and individuality are again in conflict. Not
content with silencing the fool, the autocratic head
of the order must heeds silence its founder. It is
clear no?: that the election of Flias to the head of the
order was an irremediable mistake, - yet even so
,
with
his dearest hopes blasted, Francis feels that the love
of God soes on.
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The Seraphic Vision - Laurence Housman i^^n
Watched from a distance by the wondering Leo and
Angelo, Francis has fasted and kept vigil for many
days. Bernard has been summoned and they are
fearful -"or the very life of Francis,- he has fasted
so long. As the night deepens a sudden light shines
In the cell. Francis, wrapt as in a vision, comes
to the door . As he speaks, pleading for the Mystic's
vision, - for sight of the Beloved, the Brothers leave.
It is too holy and experience, they dare not stay.
In £gony of love he prays, pleading "or that immediate
knowledge of Christ which only the mystics have. In
s rain of golden fire comes the Seraphic Vision and
Francis bears on hands and feet the sti.3m.ata, signs of
the suffering of Chr! st.
Ethical Teaching and Criticism
.
There is great "beauty in this play. It is not
meant to he acted. The emotional values are of t v:e
deepest. It has rare poetic value. It is the
expression of intense mysticism, - the sense of oneness
with the Beloved.
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Brother Sin - Laurence Housman
Leo is in despair because his love for Francis has
seemed to blot out his love for Christ. Francis
shows him that bv loving service Brother Sin may be
conquered, and that by facing his love for him not
as a sin but as a means for greater service . the
gateway to a greater love for Christ will be opened
vide
.
Ethical Teachin- a..d Comment^
The mystical element is .- tronr in this play. Fran-
cis suffers with the suffering of Christ. Sir cannot
exist for him since his mystic experience of Christ.
ATI that remains is the fear of' sin. When he can
face it full of divine love, it vanishes, leaving open
the pathwap of service.
The play is a connecting link. It is not a unit
in itself and needs the other plays to explain it. It
advances the character of Frrncis. He has had the
supreme experience, it has brought suffering, and he
has insight to heal the souls of men of their deepest
dread because he under stands them.
6. s seme e c -
love-
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Si ster Death - Laurence Housman ^he Braevd
Francis lies dying and all Assisi is gathered at
the gates der.anc.in~ that he be buried there in Assisi.
The brothers are armed to resist the crowd. The
Prior refuses them entrance. As the brothers rather
for Francis 1 blessing the people grow impatient and
clamor to be let in. The Prior orders the bell
toiled so that F^oncis may die in peace, and as Francis
rives them Holy Communion for the last time the bro-
thers ber that the gates be opened to the cro'.vd. The
Prior consents and the crowd kneels reverently "or Fran*-
els blessing. He dies.
Z thical Teaching arxl_gomment .
The Jeaioosy betv/een church and people over the
body of Francis is foreshadowed . In his presence
the greed and anger die a'.vay and only mutual sorrov:
and reverence for the dying saint remain. Francis'
ideal of brotherhood, love and service is to be shat-
tered,- through
'
greed for miracle and fame.
The play is not as strong as the others. It
shov;s the historical ending of his service, in its
foreshadowing. But the temporary reconciliation
comes not because of what Francis says , but because
of that same reverence of him which is to cause the
struggle. He does not dominate the play. There
are several loose threads brought in which do not ad-
vance the action, such as the coming of G-iacomina.

31
Nazareth: A Koralit? in One Act - Laurence Housraan. ^l3^) ?^
The chile. Jesus. In his father's carpenter shop,
grows to a realization of the need of the world.
Mar;1 reads from Isaiah, and the Child senses a mean-
ing for Himself in the words. He helps his father
and a nail pierces his hand. Hilary understands the
sacrifice that is to "be and interprets his Suffering
and the "blood which falls from his hand onto the lintel
of the door wh ich Joseph is making for the house of
Caiaphas, as prophetic of the future. A shepherd,
a child, a mother , a;, old man and others cone in with
a cuiet " Peace be to """his house " , or a pie? "?>r bles-
sing. In thera the world kneels before the .Christ-
Shi Id.
Ethical Teaching
There is a symbolic, element in this play as in all
of Housman's. It brings into the daily life of the
Christ-Child the foreshadowing of the G-reat Sacrifice.
It is beautifully expressed with simplici ti* ?nd digni-
ty.
Housman, Laurence - Nazareth: A Morality in One Act.
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m
^ c^r^ esl Cormier t
Symbols are .iced with a vsrv natural effect, and
through them a sense of knowledge of the future is
given to the audience which ir.ahes the foreboding of
Mary both possible and real to the .audience. The
off-stare ohanting is unusual in conveying atmosphere.
The Ave '.'aria at the end mi^ht be unacceptable to
a number of Protestant churches as savoring of a ten-
dency tovard the worship of T.'arv. In such ca Pes
different music r.i~ht he substituted.

33
Bethlehem - Laurence Housman Afetivi
, q .
illt; X J ; i. '_n.. ^/ _L — - _^ . jb
He 'irects them In their search. In the stable
of Bethlehem the shepherds rind the Child and offer
their rifts. The kings bring in. their royal gifts.
As the -" leave the angels since arc as the song dies
a?:ay the angel cc-me3 to Joseph and warns him of the
coming danger. Hary and Joseph leave with the
Th° is beautiful in its religions atmosnhe^e
ymb-lizes the coming of the world to Christ.
1 the plav certain theological imnllcatj ons
which render it impossible for production in the non-
liturgical church and in fact in anv but t^^ hj '*h
Qhurch. The direct application of the name "God"
to the Christ-Child is contray to usage and would
3hock the audience. The terms "Queen" and "Holy"
applied to Mary are not permlssable since they imply
the P.oman Catholic position in regard to Bffary. It
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a"
1 c o Idr ^ "i 7 s intercession in i)ra"*-rer fey Mary, & miracle
of healing, and a general tone of medieval religion. It
is a pity because there is an atmosphere of reverence
and mysticism and beauty a"bo it it which is Just whet one
would wish to ore sent in the Christmas 3 tor--.
~ement oi Shepherds and Kings is unusual.
It unifies the action which is so scattered in most
Christmas plays which bring in both, and is very effective
The d* n tj on 4 s chErmin*? and together witi" the mus'i c c"?at ;
a distinct atmosphere. It is possible that the un-
d«aira<3 thftoloff^ rsal inml.tha.ti o ris Mnlri "hp cut so as to
the desiredrenaer one n^a*
*ipi:cs l jus could
u
emotion would not be raised in a Protestant audience be-
cause these implications would be resented and the atmos-
phere would be destroyed thereby.
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The Blessed Birthday - Florence Converse tore shatAoun
Three ansels cone down for the birthday of the
Child Jesus. Eary knows two of then but not the
third. Jesus knows them all. Kis cousin John
cones in followed by Abner end the other children
who are jeering at his on account of his desert
clothes. He has brought honey as a birthday pre-
sent for Jesus. The children fight for it and an
angel takes it av;ay, but only a few of the children
see the angels. Then Abner throws the little polish-
-q. box t
h
s t Je°"; =
i
- c j^g.de *or the bri^e as a ;"ift,
into the well and stoops to ret a stone to throw at
Jesus. A viper bites hir. arid the children are
terrified. But Jesus kisses the hand and makes it
Abner is filled with sorrow for what he has done,
and the children all be cone friends and eat the honey
together. They nlav "kinr" and enthrone Jesus.
Then the bridal procession ce.ies down the street,
-
a rather sad party, for the bride had become dunb two
days before. Mary welcomes the bride and calls to
Converse, Florence - Garments of Praise.
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Jesus to rive his gift. His "box is yore, but he kisses
her lips and she is healed of her dumbness.
Ethical Teaching
Jesus exemplifies the spirit of ^rotherliness and
forgiveness. !Hhs play is intended to show that he
grew ap with this spirit. But it is a good example
of the enthusiastic dramatist who in the interests of
church drama has cheapened the subject natter through
^sod technlqhe. Fantasy may use the impossible.
It is not fair to religion to take its most sacred story
an: Its message to childhood and motherhood and render
it heather, and absurd as this play does. It would
shock an audience as It stands, not because it is irrev-
erent, for It is not so, but because It has drawn into
it a ^reat deal of legendary material which are untrue
to the universal values of human experience. It is not
educating the church to a love of good drama to ask it
to accept in plays a theory of the childhood of Jesus
which is untrue to all experience and which implies a
theological view which most churches repudiate. The
whole idea is irreverent and irreligious
,
though it is
expressed in reverent and sincere form.
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- e chn i c al C or.:: - nt .
From a technical point of view the play is fine.
It holds interest, has action, has good diction, and the
use of the angels ^ives dignity and tends to rive an
atmosphere of other-worldliness . The play would ring
false to any group of people who have had any definite
training in church doctrine and to any who have attemp-
ted any solution of the problems of religion though a
philosophical outlook. It has thereby failed in th
requirement of technique which demands that It shall
seem possible to its audience. The characterization
of the Christ-Child runs counter to the interpretation >
of the church, for in this play he differs from little
Krishna, the beloved child of I!ind.iisn, only in the
fact that Jesus uses his miraculous powers for rood and
not for mischief.
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Thy Kingdom Cone - Florence Converse £*sft»r
u
Three soldiers guard the tomb of Christ,,- the Sol-
dier of the Thorns, the Soldier of t' e Coat, and the
Soldier of the Lance. They are uneasy in their
hinds for the share that they had in the Crucifixion.
As thev talk four Galilean children cone in with flo-
vers to lay on the tomb. ,- children whom -Jesus had
blessed and healed. They talk to the soldiers and
shov; them what the kingdom of heaven must be. They
almost convince them that Jesus will rise again. They
leave and the soldiers sleep.
Their dreams come in,- the dream of the thorns,
the dream of the lance, the dr-am of the seamless coat
and the dream of the Cross. As they drs an the sol-
diers cry aloud in their sleep the Story of the suffer-
ings of Christ. The dreams led by the Cross go out.
The Soldier of the Lance speaks, still asleep, " Behold
by the Cross, joy hath ccme to the vrorld." The p.ngels
of the resurrection roll away the stone. It is the
darkness before the Easter Davm.
Converse, Florence - Garments of Praise.
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Technical Comment
This play is excellent. It is perhaps the very best
Easter nlay. The Easter story is annroached from a new
angle. The children and the soldiers are new as main
characters, ( except that the whole has a tinge of speech
as in The Terrible Meek , where the soldiers also are used.'
The action of the play is almost entirely mental but is in-
tnese enough to hold. The language is, as a whole, dig-
nified and suited to the theme, yet fits the characters.
The theme is unified.
Ethical Teaching
The power of self-sacrificing love is the theme of
every Easter play, whether present or implied. The ele-
ments of justice, brotherhood, etc. come into this play
but the emotional response comes from the knowledge the
audience has of the character- of Christ and the working
out of his influence in the characters of the play. The
angels of the resurrection give a fitting ending to the
play. It would be understood by most audiences, but
forms an explicit expression of the faith of that audience
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So -*1 ' s ^ediclRg - Florence Converse 0ooj3er<\V«c>i
John o' Dreams is going to change J he world.
Because the sen of his village, the rich men and the
pars jr., are about to outlaw him for his ideas, he is
full of threats of violence. Mother Eglantine
Shows him the vision of a sick knight who is the sick
world, and none can cure him , not even Xing; Arthur,
"because they are filled with wrath and oride, and have
not seen the '^ly Grail. Then the Grail comes among
them and the young men and maidens and the parson see
the vision and by it care the sick knight, hut the old-
er men see only a dream of their sins. The vision
passed and they all wake to a realization of the need
of working, an" of working together for the savin- of
the sick world.
ethical Teaching
The .ethical teaching of this play is the need for
cooperation before the need of the world can be supplied.
And only those who have a vision of the heart of religion
can heal the hurt of the world.
Converse, Florence Garments of Praise
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T e ch r. i c al C or.r. en t
The technique of the play is 503d. The main
characters stand out against the rest which repre-
sent the types of nen who are in the world. There
is interest. There is possibility of tragedy for
a cause in the misguided effort of an enthusiast
an" the indifferent attitude of the church. The two
are reconciled in a new idea. Then-; 1 s chance for
"beauty of setting and action. It could he given on
an outdoor stage. It lacks however, an adequate
cover scene at the point where Mother Eglantine sends
for the -.en.
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Santa Conversazione - Florence Converse
It la All Saints Day and a strange company is
gathered in a wrecked church somewhere in France,
The time is during the war. There are the saints,
Francis f Ass ici, Elizabeth, George of England, Joan
yf Arc; end Tolstoi for Russia. There is a wounded
Am e lean, a German prisoner, an English officer, a
French poilu and a hungry Eelgian child. St. Francis
reads the Service, and when it is over they all talk
while the wounded American deliriously repeats frag-
ments of poems. Francis brings them to see that onl;
bv brotherly love between nations and the cessation o
class rivalry in the individual countries can peace
cone . The spirit of the American starts on bis Ion
Journey.
Fthical Teaching
This is a v,rar play , hut its ethical message -
peace brought about by equality or brotherhood - is
needed today as badly as ever. Close to the war,
from 1917 to 1924 , the play was too close to the
feeling of hate to he acceptable in its counsel of
forgiveness. The scene is more than an argument
Converse, Florence Garments of Praise
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for peace; it is a warning against the horror which is
still close, lest it "be repeated in worse" form, The
war play is coming into its own a^air. In a new role.
All times and all races cone together i
is religion in terns 'hat arc internat3 :>nal#
m r -•'-)>' <-> on
'"'ounrent
s 'Well-written. The diction is ^oo&,
* Ann r
'"He audience
understand the foreign ohrases brought
in, the historical and legendary references
, and the
v f v—
"^_j"a o** the saint 1 s teach ^ • crs ^he — i«
:\--t as unified as it ~i~ht he. It, has the general ide;
of brotherhood. ' The staging of the play -o-ilc. of
ccjrse have a rreat deal to do with the atno«Dhere
,
4- j v,
_ ELiicj * S n n s
4
7] s y1 o c e r
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3-oed Friday - John :!asefield »' *
Pilate wants to spare Jesus and is determined to
let him 30, yet when the charge is brought that he is
King, and Jesus refuses to deny it, Pilate condemns
hir. to be crucified. Only the eld blind madman pro-
tests. As the darkness rather s ever Calvary he
speaks, for- since he was blended for speaking his con-
victions, he understands. Pilate's wife is terri-
fied at what he has lone and and cuts herself w3 th a
dagger to he innocent of his blood. Joseph cones te-
as'" tor the body and Longinus Is called to give proof
of his death. He recounts the scene at the cross.
Lonrinus is convinced that Jesus is the Son of God.
Pilate attributes his feeling to an earthquake. Herod
visits Pilate and the- become friends. The Crowd is
ready for the Peas'1" of the Passover,
Pthical Teaching
Truth must always undergo suffering in the world. The
trial and crucifixion are seen from Pilate's court. It
Masefield, John - Good Friday.
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Is rather its effect on various persons who are rot
disciples that is shown than the actual scenes.
Tt3 2hni cal Z or." en
t
The r»la-«- is in noetry. It has "beauty of thousht
and form, "but does not touch Masefield's hi^h-v/ater
marh either in poetry or in drama. It is ove2~-senti-
mentalized. It hr s unity, action and emotion, It
is incongruous in places, but as a whole is effective
and far above most of the religious drama given "b- r the
churches at "aster.
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The Lark Hours - Don Marquis
Scene I .
Annas and Caiaphas hear witnesses against Jesus
and. decide on their course. Eagdalene tells them
what she knows, then realizes that they are unfriend-
ly to her Master. Judas czr.es in and makes his
barrain. He Is inflamed with passion against Jesus
who has seen his very soul and known his thoughts be-
fore he himself knew them. Re is bewildered with
fear and hatred. As the money is riven him he tells
of his defeated hope of being chamberlain of the King-
dom. Jesus passes by in "he crewd, healing those
that call upon him. Ta^dalene tries to warn him.
Judas feels that Jesus knows that he is there. He ac-
knowledges him to he the Son of Cod and yet, insanely
defiant keeps to his resolve to betray :~in.
Scene II .
Jesus and the disciples come tc the garden. They
talk and then sleep while Jesus prays. Judas comes
with the soldiers and betrays him with a kiss. John
follows Jesus. ITalchus, whom Peter has wounded and
Jesus healed, cannot understand why Jesus healed him,
Marquis, Don - The Dark Hours.
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and asks Peter about it. They stumble upon Judas who
staggers blindly away into the dark.
Scene III .
Jesus is tried in the house o^ Caiaphas. Peter be-
low in the courtyard denies him. Eagdalene defends h
him and offers to suffer with him till she realizes that
it is his will to suffer. The witnesses are heard.
John and Peter, broken since he may not fight, argue it
out down in the courtyard. Malchus defends Jesus to
the crowd hanging about. In the room above the trial
proceeds. Jesus admits that he is the Son of God. He
is condemned and is carried out by the clamoring mob.
Malchus rushes to his defense and is killed. Peter is
halfway disposed to imitate him when he is once more cha
landed and denies Jesus once more. Judas brings back
the silver; His peace is gone forever.
Scene IV
Jesus is tried before Pilate while the mob kills thoo
who would intercede in his behalf. Kerod sends a mes-
sage of friendship. Pilate has Jesus scourged, but the
mob cries for his death and forces Pilate to deliver Ea-
rabbas and condemn Jesus.
Scene V
At Golgotha the crowd jeers, the soldiers part the
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garments and the thieves speak. Through and between
then cone the seven last words of Jesus. As the end
comes the Centurion speaks, " Truly this was the Son
of God."
ethical Teaching
This is a new, rather fatalistic interpretation of
Judas . It brings out the will of Jesus to suf-
fer and the fanatical religious emotion of the Jews.
T e ch n i c r 1 Connen t
The play is a unit. There is dramatic action
and development. The Christ figure is not seen
In harmony with tradition and the Impossibility of
adequate representation of deity. Still he dominates
the plav arid it is built around him. Opposed are
the Jewish people in the person of Calaphas and in the
mob. Judas, Magdalene, and Pile te are the other more
important characters. They are not interpreted tra-
ditionally. The words of Jesus are direct quotations
from the four gospels, the language of the whole' is in
harmony with this. There is emotional value and Char-
acterization. The mob action should be very effective.

Chapter V
Non-professional Drama
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Chapter V
Outline
I. ITon-professional Drama
A. Plays reviewed
1. Smith - The Uity .Beautiful
2. Smith - The Immortality of love and Service
3. Kiirfball - The Resurrection
4. Bayard - The Dawning
5. Slattery - The Triumph of love
6. Gleason - Judas Iscariot
V. Hamlin - The Rock
8. Wilcox - Larola
9. McCauley - The Seeker
10. G-oodman - Dust of the R oad
11. Mackaye - Pilgrim and the Book
12. Corhin - Easter Horning
13. Taft - He is the Son of God
14. Bayard - The Questioner
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The City Beautiful - H,Augustine Smith Child h or
The Holy City of King David looo B.C.
i
*J
. li , — .., , — .i - I, .
Priests enter chanting, "The earth is the Lord's".
The challenge of the wat.chmah is given. They take
their places*
The I-Tol" City on Pain Sunday
Junior rirls enter With the hosahna "Behold thy
King draws near".
The H~ly jit-" under ^ph^gmgd^n^Eule
The I'ohammedan Call to Prayer is given and the
Crusaders enter singing.
crees s: Tv':l a~ '.: in a r.pdern e it'
Children at play are enticed into mischief by the
evil spirits who roam the city streets.
The City the '" -If. Orde r
.
The chimin- of "bells is followed by the hymn "Ring
Out the Old, Ring in the New ". The City Beautiful and
her helpers cone in.
A Prcnhet's Visio:. of the Future City
Kosea proclaims the vision. The Church and her help-
ers respond. The Cross is bro ight in and all proclaim
Christ, the cornerstone of the city.
Smith, H. Augustine - The City Beautiful
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Ethical Teaching
Service as the only means of bringing the Holy City
to pass is the theme of this pageant.
Technical Comment
This pageant has mass values. It would be very
effective given with a large group on a large stage.
It is primarily a pageant of music and the emotional .
appeal made by that part of it will add especially to
the effect to the latter half where the need of the
modern city is shown. It has not a dramatic unity
of action, but its unity lies' in the spiritual idea
which has been the foundation idea of the Holy City
for all ages.
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The Immortality of Love and Service - H.Augustine Smith
Behold Thy King : Passages are read proclaiming
the coming of Christ. The High Priest and his followers
enter. The High Priest reads " Rejoice Greatly" .
The triumphal entry is announced. The Junior
girls march through on their way to join the "Multitude".
The Darkest Hour : The buriel passage is read.
The scene is the tomb guarded by Roman soldiers. Mary
Magdalene and the other Mary are there. They sing, "There
was a green hill".
Messiah Victorious : The women singing approach
the tomb. The tomb is flooded with light. The Ju-
nior girls march forward singing "Alleluia".
Love and Service for All Mankind : The twelve
stones for the foundation of the New Jerusalem enter.
Each typifies a virtue. Isaiah's vision is recit-
ed. The messengers of the Church enter. All join
in singing "The House of Brotherhood."
Smith, H.Augustine - The Immortality of Love and Service
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Ethical Teaching
This pageant gives the connection between the old
and the new worlds of time united by Christ. It is
the flowering of the the faith of the Church in Service.
Technical Comment
This pageant has mass, music and color values. It
makes effective use of music and scripture passages to
form a connected whole. It is simple and dignified
with good diction.
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The Resurrection - Rosamond Kimball
The reader reads the story of the Crucifixion
while the PassionaMusic is played. Four scenes
follow this. Joseph of Arimathea asks for, and is
granted the body of Christ for burial. The High
Priest and Pharisees gain Pilate's consent to guard
and seal the tomb. Then the guard is set at the
Sepulchre and on Sunday morning the rock is rolled
away and the angels appear. Third, the women
come and find the rock rolled away. The angels
send them with messages to the disciples. Last,
Mary Magdalene sits by the tomb. Peter and John
come Lo look in. They depart. Christ arrears
to the weeping Mary
.
Ethical Teaching and Comment
The service is the Easter narrative. It has
dignit2' and is bound together by the music and by the
reader's part. It follows the form of the Mystery.
It is both simple and reverent.
Kimball, Rosamond - The Resurrection
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The Dawning; - Lyman R. Bayard Phe Wi i
Easier Morning :
The Roman centurion, Longinus, is filled with remorse
at his share in the death of Christ. The soldiers tell
him of the opened tomb and the angel. Rhoda and the
lame man come in, with hope of healing gone. Then the
women from the tomb bring word that his body is not there
and that they have seen and heard the angels. Rhoda
brings word of the story the soldiers are to tell. The
disciples and women enter and the possibility of the re-
surrection of the Lord is talked about. Some doubt and
some believe.
The Day after the Resurrection :
The children and women of Jerusalem rehearse the love
He had for children and the things that He had done. The
travellers to Emmaus bring greater confirmation. The
doubters have seen Him, all but Thomas. They all argue
to persuade Thomas, but he still doubts.
The Day of the Asm»nglnn :
The followers of Christ return from the Ascension
Mount. The recount his appearances, and his assurances .
Bayard, Lyman R. - The Dawning
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They wait the day of Pentecost before going out to
proclaim his message. The centurion proposes the
cross as the ensign and symbol under which they shall
conquer the world.
Ethical Teaching
The faith that Christ is risen combats the doubt
that dominates some. The pageant is a representation
of the reasons for faith as they appeared to the friends
of Jesus.
Technical Comment
This pageant has dramatic action in the conflict.
There is characterization to a greater extent than in
most pageants. It is written in a dignified way.
As a dramatic rendering of an argument it will not have
the suspense and interest that would come from action
growing out of character or circumstance. For the same
reason it will not have the pure emotional response that
comes from the pBesentation of the events of the Easter
story. It is, in a sense, propaganda, and must be
limited in its effect by that fact.
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Xrn
The Triumph of Love - Margaret Slattery
Life enquires of her heralds what her true nature
may he. Many differing answers are given. Greed
enters unhidden and claims Life as her own. Service
denies the claim of Greed. Death and Fear enter and
Life is overcome by Fear. Then comes Hope and bids
Life hold fast to her. Faith enters and adds her
word of assurance. But Life cannot be sure. After
Faith comes Love, and at sight of her Greed leaves.
Love has no fear of Death and takes from her her black
robe. Fear must needs leave, for Love has shown Death
to be no longer a dark dread figure, but a door to the
future. Life and Love together kneel by the Cross.
Ethical Teaching
This is a morality play with the meaning of love
for life as its theme.
Technical Comment
It is simple, dignified, and has conflict, therefore
dramatic value. It is childlike, yet dramatic.
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Judas Iscariot - Charlotte Gleason
Prologue ;
Judson Burke , a business man typical of the Judas
type In modern life has plans for gaining control and
power. His love for Anne makes him willing to lis-
ten to her vision of service instead of power. The
connecting link to the actual play is the fact that
he has built a house in immitation of a Syrian house
•.vhere he felt as if he had lived before with her. The
set is the same for this and for the second act of the
play.
Ac t. I .
Judas waits the day of deliverance for Judah. He
keeps in favor with the Romans and gains control over
the Jews. Miriam, his betrothed, persuades him to go
with them to their summer home on the Sea of Galilee.
Act. II.
Judas has seen and talked to Jesus and is dra"n to-
wards him. Miriam tries to hold him back, but when
Jesus calls him he goes and Miriam, seeing Jesus, under-
stands
.
Miriam and her father entertain Jesus and his disci-
ples. Two years have passed. Judas is disappointed
in Jesus and talks of compelling him to redeem Israel.
The desire for power which would be his in Jesus' king-
dom is growing and he contemplates forcing the issue.
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Act III
Jesus has died and Judas, half-mad, is crouching
"by the roadside. He has failed, for Christ did not
save himself, neither did the people save him. The
disciples and Miriam reject him. He prepares to die
thinking on the pity with vrhich Jesus looked at him.
Ethical Teaching
The desire for control and power regardless of how
it is won, can only bring a man to the "betrayal of all
truth and goodness. The character and purpose of
Judas is interpreted as using an evil means for what
he considered a good end, in his failure to see spirit-
ual values.
Technical Comment
This is a play in three acts with a prologue. The
prologue links the play with the present, but in a way
which creates an interest which is left utterly unsatis-
fied. It does not add to the play itself. The
characterization of Judas is developed sufficiently well
to give the play Interest. It is among the best of th
non-professional plays dealing with religious subjects.

Ill
The Sock - Mary P. Hamlin
1111 ( \ rrl
Peter's main ambition is to become a merchant of
fish. Just when his wife's uncle offers him a
greater chance than he had dreamed of, he refuses on
account of the call of Jesus. Following this
Jesus heals many. But when they would make him
their leader they find that he hasldlsappeared.
Peter is both angry and disappointed. Finally
he decides that he himself has those qualities of
aggression which Jesus lacks and he goes back to him
with the idea of persuading him to use his opportu-
nities. After the crucifixion, Peter comes in
heartbroken at having denied Christ and Magdala
brings him to a realization of the task ahead of him.
Ethical Teaching
The study of the development of the character
of Peter is the subject of this play. It stresses
the ideal of the kingdom being one of brotherhood
and not of domination.
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Technical Comment
The play is fairly good technically . It is slow
and lacks action end for this reason would not keep in-
terest up to the desired point. There are more char-
acters than are needed, which tends to make it lose its
single emphasis. The characterization of Magdala
is not developed sufficiently within the play. She
has not been shown to have changed sufficiently to be
able to help Peter at the end of the play. The char-
acter of Peter is better developed.
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Larola - Helen L. Wilcox
A young Hindu wife has to decide whether she
will follow her husband into Christianity or whether
she will become a widow at the funeral ceremonies by
which his caste-men will make him an oatcaste. The
arrival of an older widow who onee made the latter
decision and is now fleeing from her caste and family
and who tells the girl her story gives her courage to
refuse to become a widow. The husband of the older
widow who has thought her dead, opportunely arrives
and they are re-united, while the young wife proves
to be the older woman's daughter. The mother-in-
law of the young wife makes a final attempt to per-
suade the girl but she remains with her new-found
mother and father.
Ethical Teaching.
This is a portrayal of the change in Indian ideals
of family life. There is a little of the idea of
universal brotherhood. and race toleration. The
missionary program and the resulting change in India
la implied.
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Technical Comment
The play is written in verse. In this case
the theme would not naturally express itself in
rythm. It makes -the Indian twist of thought and
expression impossible.
The action is too obvious. There is not a
real conflict and the characters are passive in the
hands of the author. The action does not grow
from the characters.
The choice which the young wife makes is an
important part of the play and yet one feels and
utter indifference to it. The interest is else-
where. Nothing depends on it. This makes the play
lack the unity of a single idea. It is scattered.
In spite of all this it is one of the best plays
on India that has so far been written. The difficul-
ty of presenting a situation in an environment total-
ly unknown to the audience renders the task difficult.
It requires a greater attention to the principles of
dramatic technique before it can even begin to cope
with the situation.
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The Seeker - Clarice Vallette McCauley '
The Seeker is the story of the search of man-
kind for religion. Animism, Brahmanism, Buddhism,
and other ways of religion show their deepest mean-
ing. After them all comes Christianity, including
the best of all o^ them and going "beyond any of them.
Ethical Teaching
The universal hunger of the human heart for God,
and the attempt of each religion to satisfy it is
the theme. The religion is tested in it s prac-
tical application in each case. It implies the
brotherhood of man in the one-ness of the search for
religion. It also brings out the lack of family
responsibility in Brahmanism, the lack of care for
others in Buddhism, the bondage to custom in Animism,
etc. Christianity is summed up in two words, -
Love and Service - from brother to brother.
Technical Comment
The Seeker is very fine in dramatic action and in
constantly progressive logical thought. It has a
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unified theme. The grouping and color values are
good. The practical application of the theoretical
thought gives action to the pageant and meaning to the
theory.
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Dust of the Road - Kenneth S.Goodman
Prudence, the wife, turns a "beggar from the door
late Christmas Eve. The beggar is the prototype
of Christ. Prudence and her husband are contemplat-
ing theft of money entrusted to them. The tramp-
comes to the door and comes in
. He tries to pre-
vent the contemplated theft, for he is Judas, condemn-
ed to be a Wanderer for ever . Only one night in the
year he may follow the Christ about the world and for
every heart which, having refused Christ entrance, he
can turn toward the right, he may put a grain of dust
in the balances against the thirty pieces of silver.
When Prudence's husband Peter comes in the tramp talks
to him, then leaves. Peter is turned from the theft
and goes to find the beggar and bring him in.
Ethical Teaching
A man cannot be happy unless he is just in situa-
tions where justice would never be detected .
Technical Comment
The building-up of character is good. The comnec
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tion between the past of Judas and the action the man
contemplates Is clear. Yet the tramp holds his char-
acter as such. The characters are clear-cut.
There is conflict in the struggle to turn the deci-
sion. The Interest is continuous. The audience
will recognize the Christ-figure where Prudence and
Peter do not. They also recognize the Judas-figure.
Peter does so only dimly and does his thinking for him-
self ( after having "been forced to face what he intend-
ed to do )
.
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The Pilgrim and the Book - Percy MacKave
Pilgrim is accosted by the One in Black,
Satanas. Even as Pilgrim relates his escape
from Persecution, Persecution seizes him behind
and takes his Book from him, binding him fast at
the order of Satanas. Satanas mockingly tears
the Eook and consigns it to the flames. Revela-
tion enters attended by the Old and New Testaments.
The Old Testament summons the Laws and Moses, the
Psalms and David, the Prophets and Isaiah. The
three encounage and uplift the Pilgrim and unloose
him, restoring to him his Cloak of Strength and his
Staff of Faith. In the strength he has been given
Pilgrim is ready to go on without fear or" life.
Then Fear off Death blindfolds the Pilgrim and
he falls helpless, calling on Revelation to save
him. Revelation enters and Satanas leaves. The
New Testament summons the Shepherds and the Star,
the Disciples and John, the Apostles and Paul. These
give the Pilgrim the healing message of the New Tes-
tament and remove the Band from his eyes.
Pilgrim vows to build there the Commonwealth of
Man, and Revelation brings him as the cornerstone
The Book, unharmed by Satanas. Satanas himself is
bound and led in by the Spirits of the Old and New
Testaments.
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Ethical Teaching
The Pilgrim and the Book Is a dramatic service
of the Bible. Its theme is " the power of Truth,
as revealed in the Bible to set free the human aoul,
in particular from the shackles of Persecution and
the Fear of Death." With the exception of the
Pilgrim, Satanas and Revelation the characters speak
in the words of the Bible.
Technical Comment
This service has a large concept of the Bible
presented with dignity. It is unusual in its group
ing. It keeps up interest throughout, its language
is in keeping with the theme and it is adaptable. It
is dramatically unified.
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EUiical Teacfajjig
A pure narrative, very short in form and altered
in order fr on the gospel accounts is here presented.
It brinrs out the fact of the resurrection.
Technical Connent
The play is sinple and is written for children.
All the regular figures of the resurrection drama ap-
pear hut there is no attempt at characterization. The
Christ figure appears, contrary to tradition.
Corbin, Alice
for Children.
- Adam's Dream and Two Other Miracle Plays
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He is the Son of £cd - Linwood Taft Divinity
Act I . Blind Judith laments the loss of her son Slhanan
who has be-on taken by the Romans as a galley slave. She
is very orthodox and hates the Nazarenes. "Slhanan, who
has escaped, corr.es hack, a Nazarene
.
-Jesus passes by and heals a rich neighbor who de-
clares to Judith his faith in Jesus as the Son of God.
Esther her daughter tells her that Slhanan has returned
and is a Nazarene
.
Act . II
.
Slhanan brings word of the wonders that Jesus
has performed end of his betrayal and arrest.
Act . Ill
.
Judith, overwhelmed with doubts, hears the
cro d passing to Golgotha. She insists on going too.
When Slhanan returns later and finds his mother and sis-
ter gone, he hears from the servant how greatly his
mother was disturbed. Judith ooines in, disillusioned
by the death of Christ, yet still disturbed in her mind,
Act . IV . Cleon brings news of the resurrection. Judith'
has again gone out alone with Esther. The servant
talks of her state of mind. Judith enters, healed of
her blindness. She prophesies, acknowledging Jesus as
the Son of C-od.
Taft, Linwood - He is the Son of God.
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Ethical Teaching
This is a propaganda play in that it attempts to
show the reasoning which changed the point of view of
an orthodox Jewess. It is the exposition of the
dogma,- " and in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord
Technical Comment.
The diction of the play is good. It is almos
all exposition. The action does not grow out of
character or out of circumstance, but Is necessitated
Dnly by the need of getting people out of the way so
as to explain what they have done and why
.
The theme is the change of at J it ;de on the part of
Judith. This change is not shown hut tallied about
The action is not unified - there arc- too many scenes
The play has sincerity and dignity. With arrange-
ment and cutting it could be unified better.
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The Questioner - Lyman Bayard
The Questioner is revelling with Pleasure and Gold.
Doubt conies to him. Wisdom cones in to instruct him.
She summons Nature
,
History and Reason to support her.
Ee-ligio also comes, and Experience. Then cones Death
leading those whom he has called. Children come in
playing, and one of then is the Questioner's son. Death
cor.es for Edward. The children see Death as he really
is and Edward goes with him willingly. The Questioner-
is overcome with grief. Sorrow enters and reminds him
that his son is with the risen Christ. He calls to him
Wisdom and Religion. Faith joins him, and Love and Joy .
He roes out to minister to .others. Then as the darknes
deepens Death calls him. The Questioner goes with him
willingly and gladly.
Ethical msachinr
The theme is the need Df the spiritual in man's life,
based on the fact of the Resurrection. It is a mor-
ality play and sets forth the argument by means of sym-
bolic characters, yet relates the whole to life in the
children.
Bayard, Lyman R. - The Questioner.
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Technical Comment .
The pageant has dignity, dramatic action and
simplicity. It is unified in thought and should
he effective, In form it is a morality, and
the morality is an outgrown form as far as modern
drama is concerned. If one would really judge of
the effectiveness of a form like this as compared to
modern dramatic form, one might consider just what
appeal a morality dealing with labor, social relation-
ships, etc. v.r :..ld have to the modern man and woman.
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drama
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c. The needed line of development

Chapter Six
The Present Status of ?.ell.;;lous Drama
A. Profss sional Drama
From a review of the plays in the professional group
we may draw several conclusions. The plays nay "be divided
roughly into three groups,- those which deal directly with
social ethical problems, those which deal with the personal
side of men and imply but do not dirsctly state the social-
ethical message, and those which are the presentation of the
Christmas and Easter stories presenting the ideals of Jesus
and the effect of his life on various individuals.
In this first group are those plays which take a
theme and illustrate it through situation. The situation
is analysed. The chosen bit of life is presented vividly.
Such are Galsworthy^ plays in which the lack of Idealism,
lack of justice, lack of mercy, lack of human penetration
into the real problems of the social system . are shown. The
teaching may be negative in that it presents the ethical
demand of the situation and leav s the audience to work ?ut
the solution, or it may present the ideal or show where the
dawn of an ideal is beginning to work in a given situation.
The second type is often deeply mystical.
1
' The spirit-
ual ideal is put high. The result of really following
1. Housman, Lawrence - Little Plays of St. Francis

the way of Christ is shown in its rich possibilities.
There is no compromise with the low standards of society
as it is. Still this idealism is not shown as con-
quering all
. There is the realization that idealism
must suffer in a world unready for it. 1 * Yet idealism is
shown to be the only way to a realization of the Kingdom
3f Sod, a call to action rather than a present situation.
The note of brotherhood among nations ana the ces-
sation of interclass warfare is sounded clearly. The
classes must cooperate in an attempt to better the social
condition before the world can be healed of its wounds.
The nations must cease their senseless strife before the
kingdom of 3od can come,- this is the keynote of this
ethical teaching. In this group of plays the religiou
aspect of the ethical values is emphasized as nec ssary
before the ethical values as such can be realized.
The third group deals with the seasonal Christmas
arid Taster messages and with the 1 ' fe of Jesus and his
disciples. The life of Jesus has been seen to present
a claim for dramatic representation. The claim is
1. Salsworthy - Strife
2. Converse, Florence - Garments of Praise

partly fros the viewpoint cf the ethical values in-
volved for the nan of the present generation. The
appreciation of the ethical principles which were? to
he realized through Jesus, his life and teachings and
ideals, are related to the present very often in that
the possibility of an interpretation in the light of
modern conditions is shown. The atmosphere of re-
ligion or of reverence for religion fortifies the eth-
ical teaching. Drama here accomplishes the task of
emotionalizing the great teachings which have teen
taught by the church and which are comiri-; to be recognized
i.
as universal.
Concerning the technique of these three groups of
professional plays little need be said. They compare
favorably with the professional plays which are being
produced every day. They have interest, dramatic
action, characterization, poetic diction, literary qual-
ity and technical excellence as drama. They will
not have the popular support that the latest comedies
have. They will not appeal to the public in that way.
The great American public is not seeking anything which
is tho ught-prevoking. It wishes to be amused. Yet
1. Gf. the plays of Blase fie Id , liar qui s, Mackaye, etc.
reviewed in Chapter Four.
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for groups which are Interested In drama as an art,
for those who are ready for thought, for those who
are seeking the beautiful and for those who are will
Ing to consider the religious and ethical here is
worthy material.

B. Hon-jprofessicr.al Lr^a
The ethical teaching of non-professi cnal religious
drama is rather a faint echo of the teaching of pro-
fessional drama. There are several reasons for the
lac:: of clear and emphasised teaching. -he drar a is
tahe: from the point of view which necessitates a care
in handling the sacred, or rather, the traditionally
saored. This sadly hinders the imagination.
One reaso---. which is an especial hindrance is that
a drama is built around some one character of the "Si tie
,
not he cause the character is inherently dramatic and
calls for a great presentation, but he cause there is a
Slight dramatic element in the story and it can he given
added interest if presented dramatically, f-is is shown
in -i. /. .'hitman' s treatment of the Isaiah narrative in the
Drama of Is aiah. '-'his is quite le pi timat e . unfortun-
ately the church has insisted, and somewhat rightly from
its coint cf view, that the character he not tampered. -.1th
or even developed normally. Such preseiitati ons as that
of the character of Mary I'a~dale:~e in I raet^r link"' s Lamdala
.
or of Judas in harcuis' The Dark Hours , in which a psychic
and mysterious and unavoidable influence of fate is intro-
duced, would at least he seriously quesioned. This is
undoubtedly a hindrance to the dramatist. 'i'he Biblical
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material is rot detailed enough to form drama with mere
rearrangement. The result of such type of work may he
the dramatic rethod of teaching the Bihle , hut it is not
drama.
A second reason is that the church has demanded a
do "matic interpretation such as it apr,.oves of. -his
involves a numher of do-mas for various churches. -he
denominational emphasis, the Catholic and Protestant em-
phasis, and other divisions have to he tahen into consider-
ation, -he Protestants as a rule would not permit the pre-
sentation of miracle. -hey are not fond of the saints.
They are loath to present anything resemhlinr the worship
of the Child Jesus for fear of seeming to tend towards
I'ariolatrr. legendary and apochryphal material has been
excluded on account of its implications in dogma. -he
presence of the Christ fi rure on ":he stage is not permitted,
-h- s has often resulted in the propaganda type of play,
an ar'ument in the form of dialogue. ^ It is no more
real drama than the rearrangement of the utterances of airy
Bihlical character into dialo/ue form.
The plays of this non-professional group which have
1. Cf. Taft, Linwood - He is the Son of '.-od
Bayard
,
Lyman - The Dawning
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"been reviewed in the previous chapter are "breaking loose
from this idea. They are still hound "by the restrictions.
Nevertheless there is a unifying idea hack of most of them.
The non-professional dramatists have seen the unifying
power of music and are using it freely. It hinds togeth-
er- passages which otherwise are not connected. Because
of lack of freedom with the Bihlical characters and "because
of the doctrinal teaching these dramas would not appeal to
the group outside of those interested in religion. They
have not the dramatic appeal which would cause interest in
such a group as the little Theatre.
The ethical teaching in this group of plays is mostly
traditional. There is, in some of them, an approach to
the social gospel. 1 The application of the traditional
teaching to the situation of the present day is coming out
in more of them than was the case ten years ago, hut it is
suggestion rather than a clear cut presentation of the
2
issue
.
In the second place they tend to give the ideal
without analysis of the present. The element of the
tragedy of life is absent. The social wrong which is
not righted, the. burning shame of the failure of the church
to throw itself intelligently into the task, the situation
which actually exists is not protrayed. It is hinted at.
1. Smith, E.A. - The City Beautiful
2 . r'leason, C. - Judas lscariot
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But the churcfe-^oing people have a curious desire to
"be lifted emotionally to a feeling of the peace of God
without thinking of the agony of the men who because of
them have no peace.
Therefore the dramatist who writes for the church
must proceed slowly and with caution. '^hi s caution
does not appeal to the man who can get his audience out-
side the church. Because the non-professicnal drama
has teen bound by scruples of this sort it has lacked the
competition of the professional group which would have
forced a clearer statement of vital ethical teaching and
a teehni ue and artistry which might face the world.
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Z. Conclusion
V,
?
e have divided modern religious drama into the
two groups for consideration. A brief summary of
each may be of use.
The professional group has the better technique.
It emphasizes social ethical teaching more strongly.
Ii is unhampered by dogma and tradition. It has the
advantage of being written for production on a profes-
sional sjfcage and therefore presupposes staging facili-
ties which the moee timid non-professional drama dons not
even consider. This includes the possibility of the
creation of atmo phere by lighting etc. and is not afraid
of emotion which will require such atmosphere to be effect
i v e . The danger of the .-.'.suse of the fr e ed on wh i c
h
professional drama has, is chiefly in its failure to con-
sider philosophical and ethical principles which underlie
its representations. A philosophical S2?stem which, if
accepted, would wreck the very ethical teaching which is
being advanced is thus sometimes implied. This -is a
modern tendency which is not confined to drama and will be
corrected as people become willing to look through instead
of at things.
The non-professional group is clearer in its expres-
sion of the teaching of the church. It has idealism also
but it tends to the individual and is only in a few cases

: c J
•' s restricted by dorma, by tradition and by inadequate
bechilique
.
Its themes are 1likewise restricted r> '"
.10 1 of universal apoeal.
The question arises as io the relative u.-e of
professional and non-professional drama by
chur 2h
.
The ave: aye mi nister and th e untr s i
h
;?
c.
chairman of the program committee 6'f the church 'nave not
r.ac competent ert '.ynent to be able td jud~e the comparative
= its of the drama. The drams* bo value or lac*: >f it.
%zi iae ~ii"s "*hlcV are examined is riot ^e^ri ?oo o^tei
rhurch plays are selected on the basis of the number of men
fend '"onen required for the cast and the simnlicit r " of the
the simplest drama vouched Tor
t tbl i sh f5 "•" o i ^ r "^l th v t i c siSr ^"or
ind is little huev.T:
ocal pastor. It requires adequate produc-
tion. It might
,
especially in so'me cases, require cut-
tin^ a^d rearranTeni rt f d na"~e it s titable for local cc di —
tions
.
And, ( though this shohuid make no difference), it
usually requires a royalty. For these reasons the pro-
duction of non-professional drama is the regular thing and
the production of the professional drama is very rarely
attempted
.
This is the case in the majority of churches at the
-
-
* i.
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present time. A few churches are seeing that It is
absurd to ask an audience to be influenced by, or even
view with tolerance the usual occasional performance
,-rlven at the time of church festivals, used as they are
to pass critical judgment on the productions of the pro-
fessional stare. I'hese churches are turning , rather
cautiously, to the professional drama to see whether it
can furnish them what the non-professional drama is not
pet able to provide. -hep are also demanding that the
production in the church or hall he more adequate.
-h: s opens the way to non-professional drama. It
can with the help of such churches continue the noble
attempt which it has been making of late to improve the
quality of its output. 'i'he last five years have seer-
decided advaiice. further development must follow
J
:hree lines. First , Ion;- careful technical training
tan ade uate knowledge of dramatic criticism which will
give the ability to evaluate the work of oneself and of
others, training in the production of drama under competent
instructors so as to develope the gift or discard the at-
tempt for ever, and practical training in production for
the purpose of the enlargement as well as the limitation
of imagination); second , an exact knowledge on the part of
the writer of at least one phase of the social sciences,
ethics, philosophy, religion (including the -greater world
religions ) so as to be able to present the great problems

and to probe them to the depths and to analyse them In
the light of a clear Insight Into their nature: and,
third, a genu' ne love for the inherent genius of the
Christian religion and an ability to see in the program
of Jesus a solution of the problems of the age and to
make the solution vital and not traditional, to distin-
guish between the heart of Christianity which must be
held high, and the dogma -hich has its value but is a
point of division in the working program of the church.
Following such a line of development the ' drama -hich
is now called non-professional should become the egual
of the professional and surpass it in its religious and
e&hical and religious teaching.
Such religious drama will be worthy of becoming
an integral part of the Service of the Church ^ and with
its noble companion church music has a future of unbound
ed influence before it. The day has cone to throw
away prejudice and tradition and use the drama as the
handmaid Of the church.

Sumr.ary

Summary
Drama has for its ideal the presentation of life in
such a way as to move the audience to an emotional reaction
to the situation which involves the greatest human values,
urama molds current thought to an amazing extent. This
drama though it grew up as an expression of the teaching
of the church, became divorced from it and has "been so
separated for centuries. Thus secular drama has ac Hir-
ed a technique which enables it to create its desired emo-
tional response.
Crania is the expression of the deepest human emotion.
Therefore religion and drama are in essence treating of
the same field. They should he using each other and not
he working separately, scorning each other.
Jesus in his teaching expressed the heart of the
relationships of ood and man, and man and man. his teach-
in.- may he taken, then, as the norm for the social ethics
of the present day. The social ethical norm thus found
is to he taken as a critique for the criticism of the
ethical teaching of the modern religious drama.
u'or convenience of treatment the professional and
non-professional drama are ta en up separately. Pro-
fessional drama is beginning to treat religious subject-
matter and social ethics in a worthy manner. it is not
limited as is non-professional drama. A brief review of
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a representative number of plays is given with a brief
criticism of each from a technical and ethical stand-
point,
Non-professional drama is treated similarly, the
better plays of this class being selected. The limi-
tations of these plays are discussed. finally a
summary and comparison are made and a brief suggestion'
is given for needed lines of development to bring the
non-professional drama to an ecual standing with the
professional, thus providing the church with an ally
of inestimable strength.
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